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Abstract
We show that every labelled planar graph G can be assigned a canonical embedding φ(G),
such that for any planar G′ that differs from G by the insertion or deletion of one edge, the
number of local changes to the combinatorial embedding needed to get from φ(G) to φ(G′) is
O(log n).
In contrast, there exist embedded graphs where Ω(n) changes are necessary to accommodate
one inserted edge. We provide a matching lower bound of Ω(log n) local changes, and although
our upper bound is worst-case, our lower bound hold in the amortized case as well.
Our proof is based on BC trees and SPQR trees, and we develop pre-split variants of these
for general graphs, based on a novel biased heavy-path decomposition, where the structural
changes corresponding to edge insertions and deletions in the underlying graph consist of at
most O(log n) basic operations of a particularly simple form.
As a secondary result, we show how to maintain the pre-split trees under edge insertions
in the underlying graph deterministically in worst case O(log3 n) time. Using this, we obtain
deterministic data structures for incremental planarity testing, incremental planar embedding,
and incremental triconnectivity, that each have worst case O(log3 n) update and query time,
answering an open question by La Poutre´ and Westbrook from 1998.
∗Partially supported by the VILLUM Foundation grant 16582, Basic Algorithms Research Copenhagen (BARC).
†Partially supported by Independent Research Fund Denmark grant ”AlgoGraph” 2018-2021 (8021-00249B).
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1 Introduction
The motivation behind dynamic data structures such as dynamic graphs is that local changes,
such as the insertion of an edge, should only have limited influence on the global properties of the
graph, and thus, after a local change, one needs not process the entire graph again in order to
have substantial information about properties of the graph. An example of a class of well-studied
questions is that of connectivity and k-edge/vertex-connectivity: upon the insertion or deletion of
an edge, a representation of the graph is quickly updated, such that later queries to whether an
at query-time specified pair of vertices are connected or k-edge/vertex-connected, can be answered
promptly.
For planarity, the most well-studied query is that of whether a given edge can be added without
violating planarity, or without violating the planar embedding. Other natural queries include
questions about whether a component of the graph is itself planar. In this paper, our main focus
of study is not the question of whether the graph is planar, but how the graph is embedded in the
plane. Here, and throughout the paper, we view embeddings from a combinatorial point of view: a
graph is embedded if each edge, for each of its endpoints, can compute its right and left neighbours
in the circular ordering. An embedding is planar if said circular ordering around the endpoints is
realisable as a planar drawing of the graph (see [19]).
In this setting, queries to the neighbours around an endpoint of an edge are well-defined, and
local changes obtain a new and interesting meaning: for each edge in the graph, we can say that it
is affected by an update if its set of neighbours of either endpoint has changed. A local change to
the graph or its embedding is any change such that only a constant number of edges are affected
(where the constant depends only on the type of operation changing the graph). The local changes
we will consider are: the insertion of an edge across a face, or the deletion of an edge, as well as
the flip operations that keeps the graph fixed, but changes the embedding by taking a subgraph
that is separated from the rest of the graph by either a separation pair (a separation flip), or an
articulation point (an articulation flip), and either reflecting it, or sliding it to a new position in
the edge order of the separating vertices (see Figure 1).
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(a) Separation flips: reflect and slide.
xx x
(b) Articulation flips: reflect and slide.
Figure 1: Local changes to the embedding of a graph.
In other words, one can say that there are two types of local changes: The ones that keep the
embedding fixed but changes the graph by deleting an edge or inserting an edge across a face –
i.e. updates to the graph –, and the ones that keep the graph fixed but change the embedding as
in Figure 1 above – i.e. updating the embedding. We show an interesting connection between these
two types of local changes, namely a class of embeddings where only worst-case O(log n) updates
to the embedding are necessary to accommodate any update to the graph. This is asymptotically
tight, matching an Ω(log n) lower bound.
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We give an analysis of changes to the embedding that can accommodate fully-dynamic changes
to the graph, that is, both edge insertions and edge deletions. As long as the resulting graph
can be embedded in the plane, we will maintain an implicit representation of its embedding. Our
analysis goes only via understanding the edge-insertion case. In terms of counting changes to the
embedding, the deletion case is symmetric: to delete e, find the “canonical” embedding of G − e,
add e, and record the necessary changes to the embedding; to get from G to G − e perform their
opposites. Thus, computation time aside, in terms of counting changes to the embedding, it is
enough to study the incremental case.
This notion of an analysis that counts only the changes of heart is akin to the field of online
algorithms with recourse introduced by Imase and Waxman [17] for the problem of Dynamic Steiner
Trees, and since studied e.g. for Packing, Covering, Edge-Orientations, and Perfect Matchings [2,
4, 10].
As a welcome side effect, our results entail improved computation times for a series of related
problems in the incremental setting. Specifically, since our bound for the changes to the embed-
ding is worst-case, we obtain new worst-case polylog incremental algorithms for planarity and
3-connectivity, problems that were previously only efficiently solved in terms of amortised analysis.
This is interesting on two accounts: One is from a practical point of view, where it is an asset to
guarantee fast update-times, another is from a theoretical point of view, namely that this allows
for unlimited undo.
In terms of technical contribution, our path towards understanding how embeddings are related,
and edges are accommodated, goes via BC-trees and SPQR-trees. Intuitively, for every connected
graph, its BC-tree describes all its 2-connected components, its articulation points, and how these
are related. Similarly, the SPQR-tree describes the 3-connected components and their relations
via separation pairs. It is well-known that the SPQR-trees and the BC-tree can be used to count
the number of embeddings – here, we use them to dynamically maintain a specification of an
embedding.
An edge insertion in the graph becomes a path contraction in the BC-tree, and several path
contractions in SPQR-trees; one for each block on said BC-path. To obtain our O(log n) bound,
we need to ensure that these paths, though they may be long, only lead to limited changes to the
embedding. They should be, so to speak, almost everywhere ready-to-contract. For solving this,
our main idea is to maintain heavy path decompositions over the BC-tree and the SPQR-trees.
Briefly speaking, we assign each edge to be either heavy or light in a way that has the property
that the heavy edges form a forest of paths, and every pair of vertices are at most O(log n) light
edges apart. Once we have made sure that the heavy paths are ready-to-contract, we only need
to accommodate the O(log n) light edges, leading to the O(log n) total changes to the embedding.
Since a single edge insertion in a connected component can lead to contractions of paths in the
BC-tree and in several SPQR-trees, we introduce a weighting of nodes that ensures that the total
number of light edges that are affected is still bounded.
1.1 Our results
In this paper, we present the following theorems:
Theorem 1. For every planar graph G there exists a canonical embedding φ(G), such that for any
edge e in G, the number of local changes between φ(G− e) and φ(G)− e is bounded by O(log n).
A matching lower bound is derived from the following construction:
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Theorem 2. There exists a family of planar graphs {Gh}h∈N where Gh has O(2h) vertices, and
any embedding φ of Gh has an edge e /∈ Gh such that inserting e requires h flips to φ.
Thus, by repeatedly inserting an edge and deleting it again, we get a lower bound that matches
Theorem 1:
Corollary 3. For every n ∈ N, we can initiate a dynamic graph with n vertices, and provide
an adaptive sequence (of arbitrary length) of alternating edge insertions and edge deletions, where
every edge insertion requires Ω(log n) flips.
We provide algorithmic results for incremental graphs with worst-case guarantees:
Theorem 4. There exists a deterministic data structure for incremental triconnectivity that handles
edge insertions in O(log3 n) worst-case time, and answers queries in O(log3 n) worst-case time.
Note that this (Theorem 4) holds for general graphs, not only planar graphs.
Theorem 5. There exists a deterministic data structure for incremental planarity that handles edge
insertions in O(log3 n) worst-case time, and answers queries to whether an edge can be inserted,
and to the neighbors of a given existing edge in the current embedding, in O(log n) worst-case time.
1.2 Previous work
Biconnectivity. In 1998 [22] La Poutre´ and Westbrook gave algorithms for maintaining 2-edge
and 2-vertex connnectivity (here called biconnectivity) in worst case O(log n) time per operation,
under edge insertions with backtracking. They used a number of the same techniques that we do,
and stated as an open problem whether they could be extended to triconnectivity and planarity
testing.
SPQR-trees. Understanding 3-vertex connectivity (here called triconnectivity) in a graph via
a structure over its triconnected components, its separation pairs, and their relations, dates back
to Saunders Mac Lane [20], who also in his work discussed the connections between embeddings
and triconnectivity via said structure. This was the mathematical foundation of the algorithms
by Hopcroft and Tarjan [15, 16] for calculating the triconnected components and, respectively, for
determining whether a graph is planar, in linear time. Later, this structure was dubbed SPQR-
tree by Di Battista and Tamassia [5, 6], who devised the first efficient incremental algorithm for
planarity testing, handling updates to the graph in amortised O(log n) time.
Planarity testing and triconnectivity. The amortized update time of O(log n) by Di Bat-
tista and Tamassia was soon improved to expected O(kα(k, n)) total time for k operations by
Westbrook [26], where α denotes the inverse of Ackermann’s function. The optimal total time of
deterministic O(kα(k, n)) for k operations is due to La Poutre´ [21]. Further α-time algorithms for
incremental triconnectivity were given by Di Battista and Tamassia [7], specifically, their algorithm
spends O(kα(k, n)) total time for k insertions and queries when the initial graph is biconnected,
and O(n log n+ k) for general graphs.
The incremental algorithms referenced above achieve optimal or nearly optimal amortised run-
ning time, but may take up to linear worst-case time for an insertion. This is contrasted by the
work by Galil et al.[9], who sought worst-case sublinear algorithms for this and other problems.
Indeed, they give a data structure that handles any insertion or deletion of an edge in deterministic
O(n2/3) time while maintaining whether the graph is planar, and facilitating queries to triconnec-
tivity between vertices in O(n2/3) time.
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Biased search trees and dynamic trees Our new technique goes via maintaining a heavy path
decomposition of the SPQR-tree, as our graph changes dynamically. The heavy path decomposition
was invented by Sleator and Tarjan [24], as a tool for handling dynamic forests subject to links and
cuts in worst case O(log n) time per operation.
This data structure for dynamic trees in turn uses the biased search trees by Bent et al. [3] to
represent each heavy path. In a biased search tree T , each node v has an associated weight w(v),
and the depth of v is O(1 + log w(T )w(v) ). This is in contrast to other balanced binary search trees,
where the depth of a node is typically O(log n).
Dynamic embeddings The question about maintaining a dynamic embedded graph can be
asked in many ways. Tamassia [25] gives an algorithm for a fixed embedding of a graph that handles
edge-insertion across a face and “undo” in amortized O(log n) time per operation. Italiano et al. [18]
give an algorithm that maintains an embedded graph subject to deletions of edges and insertions
across a face in O(log2 n) time per update.
While the previous papers only allowed for edge insertions across a face, Eppstein [8] takes a
different approach: The edge may be inserted in any way specified, possibly increasing the genus
of the embedding, but as long as the genus g is low, the update time for minimum spanning tree,
the fundamental group, and orientability of the surface is fast: O(log n + poly log g). The data
structure allows for changes in the embedding corresponding to the flips in Figure 1, and also
allows for contraction of edges and splits of vertices.
The construction by Eppstein [8] uses a primal-dual decomposition that is updated dynami-
cally. Combining this idea with ideas from Italiano et al. [18] and using top-trees [1], Holm and
Rotenberg [14] give a data structure for maintaining a dynamic planar embedding that allows for
edge-deletions, insertions across a face, and flips (Figure 1) in worst case O(log2 n) time. The data
structure in [14] also facilitates queries to whether a pair of vertices would be linkable after only
one flip operation, to which it responds with the specific flip operation in the affirmative case.
1.3 Overview of techniques
For the purpose of our algorithmic results, we cannot afford to maintain constructions such as the
SPQR-tree explicitly; the insertion or deletion of just one edge can lead to Θ(n) changes, which
is challenging to handle in worst-case time. We show, however, that we can maintain an implicit
representation of the forest of BC-trees and the SPQR-trees of blocks. It turns out that this
implicit representation also simplifies the presentation of the structural result stated in Theorem 1.
In this section, we point out some of the challenges with maintaining embeddings and triconnected
components of incremental graphs, and give a high level overview of how we solve them.
1.3.1 For biconnected graphs
Once a graph is triconnected, its planar embedding is fixed. On the other hand, as soon as the
graph has a separation pair, there is flexibility corresponding to flipping in said pair. Assuming first
we have a biconnected graph, our approach goes via keeping track of the triconnected components
and the separation cuts they have in common.
The SPQR-tree is a well-known structure that maintains information about triconnectivity in
the graph. The triconnected components appear as nodes in the SPQR-tree, so called R-nodes, and
the separation pairs that separate them appear as edges. However, because of the complex nature
of triconnectivity, these are not the only gadgets in the tree: The fact that one separation pair may
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split the graph into more than two parts is reflected in the SPQR-tree by having P-nodes represent
such parallel splits, and the fact that one may find more than two vertices arranged around a cycle
such that any pair of them form a separation pair, is reflected in the SPQR-tree by having S-nodes
represent such series splits.
It is well-known that the SPQR-tree maintains information about the possible embeddings of
the biconnected graph. In fact, given a rooted SPQR-tree, any embedding can be encoded by
annotating edges and vertices of the SPQR tree. The edges can be annotated with a bit telling
whether the subgraph separated from the root by said pair should be flipped or not, and the P-
nodes of degree k can given an annotation specifying one of the (k− 1)! possible different orderings
of their children. When we want to make the embedding such that it is nearly ready for an edge
insertion, this means that most of these annotations on the edges and nodes should be set in a
way that need not change when the adversarial edge insertion happens. Specifically, we want to
maintain the invariant that only O(log n) annotations change upon any edge-insertion, and that
each change to a P -node annotation only corresponds to a slide operation (see Figure 1).
Our idea is simple: Given the rooted SPQR-tree, calculate the heavy path decomposition, and
make sure that the annotations on the heavy edges and on those P -nodes that are internal on
the heavy path, are set in a favourable way: Assume the endpoints of an edge-to-be-inserted are
represented by SPQR-nodes, and consider the path in the SPQR-tree connecting them. Then, we
can afford to perform O(1) flips for each light edge, since there are only O(log n) of those. We can
also afford to perform O(1) flips for each distinct heavy path along the way, since there are only
O(log n) of those. But we can not afford to perform a number of flips proportional to the length of
the heavy paths. Thus, we need to ensure that all the maximal segments of heavy paths that can
be “covered” by an edge-insertion without violating planarity, are already embedded in a way such
that said insertion is possible.
However, once the edge actually is inserted, the SPQR-tree may change drastically; up to Θ(n)
SPQR-nodes may disappear, and up to Θ(n) new SPQR-nodes may arise. Providing each of the
new SPQR-nodes with a new heavy child without breaking the invariant could cause up to Θ(n)
flips. Fortunately, the nature of the new vertices is very predictable. The changes caused by an edge
insertion (see Figure 6) all happen along a path: first, each S- and P-node on the path can give rise
to up to two new SPQR-nodes of the same type, inheriting a subset of the original node’s children,
and then, the path is contracted. Again, we use the heavy path decomposition to overcome this
challenge: By pre-splitting most S- and P-nodes that have a heavy child (see Figure 2), we make
sure that only O(log n) end vertices of heavy paths may need to be split in order for an edge to be
inserted.
Note that we can not just require all such nodes to be pre-split, as in some cases that would
require Θ(n) nodes to be pre-split. In fact, finding a deterministic, history-independent rule for
when to pre-split that needs only O(log n) flips in the worst case, was one of the main technical
challenges. By carefully choosing which nodes to pre-split, we become able to prove that the act
of pre-splitting and choosing a heavy child does not cascade.
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Figure 2: In order to accommodate edge insertions quickly, we pre-split the S- and P-nodes that
lie internal on a heavy path.
1.3.2 Connected graphs
If the graph is not biconnected, then it can be described via the block-cut tree (or BC-tree), as
consisting of blocks or biconnected components, separated by cutvertices. The basic idea is to
maintain an SPQR-tree for each block.
The main challenge is almost exactly the same as in the previous section: Insertion of an
edge causes changes along a path, consisting of splits of cut-vertices along the path followed by a
contraction of the path. This similar problem has a similar solution: again, we decompose the tree
into heavy paths, pre-split vertices along each heavy path, and represent each heavy path in an
easy-to-contract way. The easy-to-contract representation of each heavy path is easy to understand;
we simply insert a strut, an edge from the head to the tail of the heavy path, thus covering the entire
path and making it artificially biconnected. We then represent the solid path with an SPQR-tree,
whose root is the S-node formed by adding the strut, and where the children of the root correspond
to the blocks along the path.
In terms of planarity, this approach appears to be problematic, since the strut may violate
planarity. To overcome this, we define a best-effort planar embedding, such that if the actual graph
is always plane, the embedding allows the insertion of each strut across a face whenever possible,
and we always know which struts are compatible with the planarity of the graph.
To maintain this heavy path decomposed BC-tree dynamically, we need to augment our struc-
ture for SPQR-trees with some extra operations, that translate into link and cut in the tree. Namely,
to concatenate two heavy paths, we want to go from two SPQR-trees, each rooted in an S-node,
each having children corresponding to the blocks on the path, to one SPQR-tree rooted in one
S-node, whose children correspond to all the blocks on the combined path. Similarly, cleaving a
heavy path corresponds to splitting an S-node into two S-nodes, each inheriting the section of the
children that corresponds to their particular sub-path.
Furthermore, because the inserted strut is only virtual, and can thus be removed or changed,
we need the SPQR-trees to handle undo of edge-insertions. Loosely speaking, we maintain a
dependency forest over the inserted edges, and allow the deletion of any edge that is the root of its
tree in the forest. Vice versa, inserting an edge in the graph corresponds to inserting a new root in
the dependency forest, linking it to some of the roots of the existing trees.
We have now sketched a structure for maintaining embeddings of a connected incremental
graph. Namely, to insert an edge, we find the corresponding path in the BC-tree. If we apply the
well-known trick of forcing this path to be heavy, then this corresponds to only O(log n) operations
of heavy paths being severed or melded. Each of these sever and meld operations perform O(1)
updates to O(1) SPQR-trees. Each of these updates are handled by our structure for the SPQR-
trees with O(log n) changes. Thus, we have presented a sketch of how to embed an incremental
connected graph with only O(log2 n) flips per insertion.
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To improve this from O(log2 n) to O(log n), we need to apply a carefully chosen weighting of the
SPQR-nodes in each SPQR-tree, and redefine the heavy paths and light edges accordingly. This
ensures that for each edge insertion, the total number of involved light edges the BC-tree and in
the SPQR-trees is still bounded by O(log n).
1.3.3 General graphs
When the incremental graph is not connected, we maintain an embedding of each component.
When an edge-insertion connects two components, the idea is to root each BC-tree in the endpoint
of the new edge, and then link those to a root block corresponding to the new edge. This calls for
an evert operation, forcing a node of the BC-tree to be root.
1.3.4 Algorithmic challenges
In addition to the combinatorial result about embeddings, we also give several data structures:
Biased dynamic trees To support the rest of our algorithmic results, we need to extend Sleator
and Tarjan’s dynamic trees [24] (which maintain a heavy path decomposition of an unweighted
tree) to handle vertex weights. While the extension seems obvious after the fact, we have been
unable to find a prior description. We call the resulting data structure biased dynamic trees, by
analogy with the Biased search trees by Bent et al. [3] (which are used as subroutines by both
versions of dynamic trees).
Incremental SPQR/BC trees We present our biased dynamic trees as a nicely wrapped data
structure with certain operations available, but for our actual use on pre-split BC/SPQR trees we
have to open the black box and extend it to e.g. handle different kinds of node splitting. Also, the
weights we use turn out to be hard to maintain explicitly. This is not an issue for the structural
result, but costs an O(log2 n) factor in running time.
In relation to the description above, we need to argue that the contraction of a path in the SPQR-
tree can be done in efficient worst-case time. To overcome this challenge, we use a representation of
the SPQR-tree where the difference between a heavy path and a contracted heavy path is concisely
encoded. The encoding has to be done in a clever way that allows a heavy path to be cleaved
into two heavy paths, and, vice versa, allows adjacent heavy paths to be concatenated, when the
heavy path decomposition undergoes dyhnamic changes. This is technically somewhat similar to,
but more involved than, the corresponding data structure for biconnectivity [22].
Triconnectivity In order to answer triconnectivity queries, we need to augment our implicit
representation of an SPQR-tree with enough information for us to use it to answer queries to
whether a pair of vertices are triconnected.
The implicit representation of the SPQR-tree contains information about triconnectivity be-
tween vertices of the graph: to query for triconnectivity of a pair of vertices, all we need is to find
an R- or P-node in the SPQR-tree that contains both of them.
Planarity testing The main argument for the bounded number of changes to the embedding has
been sketched in Subsection 1.3.1. Those ideas lead to a data structure for maintaining an implicit
representation of the SPQR-tree of a biconnected graph subject to edge-insertions, that handles
each update in worst-case polylog time. Together with a well-chosen encoding of its embedding,
we obtain a scheme for maintaining an embedding such that only O(log n) flips (see Figure 1)
are necessary to accommodate each new edge. Roughly speaking, this can be used to obtain an
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incremental worst-case O(log3 n) algorithm for planarity testing, by using [14] as a subroutine; we
have argued that only O(log n) flips are necessary, but each of them can be found in O(log2 n) time
using the algorithm from [14].
Note that given the data structure from [14], we can answer in only O(log2 n) time whether the
query edge is already compatible with the current embedding. Only when the embedding needs to
change, the full O(log3 n) time is necessary.
Queries to the embedding Along with maintaining the canonical embedding dynamically, we
are able to answer queries to the embedding. Given an edge incident to a specific vertex v, we can
output its two neighbours in the circular ordering around v in O(1) time. If we need to distinguish
between its right and left neighbour, we can use [14] to find the correct order in O(log n) time.
1.4 Organisation of the paper
We begin, in Section 2, with a formal definition of the distance between a pair of embedded graphs,
which allows us to formally state our result about existence of “good” embeddings, as well as prove
the matching lower bounds, that is, Theorem 2 and its corollary. In Section 3, we show how to
extend the dynamic trees of Sleator and Tarjan [24] to biased dynamic trees, which we need in
order to handle graphs that are not necessarily biconnected. Our main technical contribution lies
in Section 4, in which we show how to efficiently maintain an implicit representation of the SPQR-
tree of a block, and (in Section 4.6) we give a data structure for incremental triconnectivity for
biconnected graphs. Correspondingly, Section 5 shows how to maintain the forest of BC-trees of
an incremental graph, and (in Section 5.7) we use this to extend the incremental triconnectivity
data structure to general graphs. In Section 6, we show how to annotate the implicit SPQR-tree to
describe an implicit canonical embedding for biconnected graphs, and in Section 7 we extend this
to general graphs. Finally, Section 8 is dedicated to some deferred implementation details of the
algorithmic results.
2 Flip-distance for labelled plane multigraphs
Unless otherwise noted, we will be working with undirected planar loopless multigraphs, with
distinct vertex labels and distinct edge labels, both from some totally ordered, countable set.
Let Emb denote the (countably infinite) set of all plane embedded graphs that are embeddings
of such graphs, and given a graph G, let Emb(G) ⊆ Emb denote the set of all plane embeddings of
G. We say that two plane embedded graphs H,H ′ ∈ Emb are adjacent if either:
• There is an edge e ∈ H such that H − e = H ′, or an edge e′ ∈ H ′ such that H = H ′ − e′, or
• There is a single flip (either an articulation-flip or a separation-flip, see Figure 1) that trans-
forms H into H ′.
Define the flip-graph G as the (countably infinite) graph with Emb as its vertices, and an edge
for each pair of adjacent embeddings. For any two plane embedded graphs H,H ′ ∈ Emb we define
the flip-distance dist(H,H ′) to be the length of any shortest path between H and H ′ in G. Note
that for any planar graph G with n vertices, the flip-distance between any two plane embeddings
of G is O(n). We will extend this notion of distance to sets A,B ⊆ Emb by defining dist(A,B) to
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be the Hausdorff distance between A and B, that is:
dist(A,B) := max
{
max
a∈A
min
b∈B
dist(a, b), max
b∈B
min
a∈A
dist(a, b)
}
Our main results about embeddings can be stated as
Theorem 6. We define a set Emb? ⊆ Emb of good embeddings, and define Emb?(G) := Emb? ∩Emb(G),
such that for any planar graph G with n vertices, Emb?(G) 6= ∅ and for any edge e in G,
dist(Emb?(G− e),Emb?(G)) ∈ O(log n)
Proof. The proof for biconnected graphs is deferred to Section 6.2, see Theorem 77, and for general
graphs, the proof is in Section 7.2, see Theorem 98.
Theorem 7. Furthermore, we can maintain a good embedding for a dynamic planar graph under
edge insertions and deletions in worst case O(log n) flips per operation.
The algorithm uses linear space and O(log3 n) worst case time per edge insertion, and worst
case linear time per edge deletion.
Proof. Deferred to section 7.5.
Thus, we can restrict ourselves to the set of good embeddings and never need more than O(log n)
flips per edge insertion or deletion. Note that the set of good embeddings is not necessarily small.
There are graphs where |Emb?(G)| may be as large as 2Ω(n logn) (See Figure 5).
Theorem 8 (Restatement of Theorem 1). For any planar graph G with n vertices we can define
a canonical embedding φ(G) ∈ Emb?(G) such that for any edge e in G,
dist(φ(G− e), φ(G)) ∈ O(log n)
Proof. The proof for biconnected graphs is deferred to Section 6.4, and for general graphs, the
proof is in Section 7.4.
So in fact, we can restrict ourselves to a particular canonical embedding of each graph and still
not need more than O(log n) flips per edge insertion or deletion. The choice of canonical embedding
is, however, not unique.
These results should be contrasted with the following easy lower bounds.
Theorem 9 (Lower bound 1). For any n, there exists a planar graph G with O(n) vertices, and
an edge e ∈ G such that dist(Emb(G− e),Emb(G)) ∈ Ω(n).
Proof. The wheel graph Wn on n ≥ 5 vertices is such an example. For any edge e on the outer rim,
Wn − e has an embedding that requires n− 4 flips before e can be added (see Figure 3, left).
−→ −→
Figure 3: W7 − e and G6 − e may each need 3 separation flips to admit e.
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The wheel graph has a vertex of high degree, but the result still holds for cubic graphs (see
Figure 3, right). Start with the circular ladder graph CLk with 2k vertices, contract two consecutive
rungs, remove one of the duplicate edges, and call the other edge e. The resulting graph Gk has
n = 2k − 2 vertices, and Gk − e has an embedding that requires k − 3 = n/2− 2 flips before e can
be added.
In other words, if your current embedding is bad, adding an edge may require Ω(n) flips.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let h ≥ 2 be given. Take two identical complete binary trees of height h, and
identify the corresponding leaves. Let L be the set of these joined leaves. The resulting graph Gh
has n = 3 · 2h− 2 vertices, and for any pair of distinct x, y ∈ L, Gh ∪ (x, y) is planar (See Figure 4).
However, in any plane embedding H ∈ Emb(Gh) there is a pair of leaves x, y ∈ L
such that adding (x, y) to H requires h − 1 = log2((n + 2)/3) − 1 flips. In other words,
minH′∈Emb(Gh∪(x,y)) dist(H,H
′) = log2((n+ 2)/3).
Figure 4: G3 may need 2 separation
flips to admit e.
Figure 5: The graph K2,k has n = k + 2 ver-
tices and (k − 1)! = (n − 3)! ∈ 2Ω(n logn) distinct
embeddings, all of which are good.
In other words, there are planar graphs where for any plane embedding there is some edge
insertion that preserve the planarity of the underlying graph but where Ω(log n) flips are required
to get to an embedding that admits the edge.
3 Biased dynamic trees
This section is dedicated to extending existing data structures for dynamic trees such that they
can handle vertex weights. We need these to exist in order to prove our combinatorial results, and
we need to be able to maintain them efficiently in order to prove our algorithmic results.
Let T be a rooted tree, and suppose we mark each edge in T as either solid or dashed in such
a way that each node has at most one solid child edge. This partitions the nodes of T into disjoint
solid paths (a node incident to no solid edges is a path by itself), and we call such a collection of
paths a (naive) path decomposition of T .
In their seminal paper on dynamic trees, Sleator and Tarjan [24] showed how to maintain a
so-called heavy path decomposition1 of a tree in worst case O(log n) time per operation. Here we
extend their definition in the obvious way to trees where the nodes have nonnegative integer weights
(with some restrictions), and the heavy paths are defined with respect to these weights. We will
support the following “standard” update operations:
1A.k.a. heavy-light decomposition
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link(v, u): Where v is a root and u is in some other tree. Link the two trees by adding the edge
(v, u), making v a child of u.
cut(v): Where v is not a tree root. Delete the edge (v, p(v)) between v and its parent, splitting
the tree in two.
evert(v): Change the root of the tree containing node v to be v.
reweight(v, i): Where v is a node and i is a nonnegative integer (with some restrictions on when
it can be zero). Change the weight of v to i.
Our goal is to have the operation times and the number of changes to the path decomposition during
each of these operations be biased with respect to the weights of the relevant nodes. Informally,
we can describe the result as follows:
Lemma 10. There is a data structure for node-weighted dynamic trees that supports link(v, u),
cut(v), evert(v), and reweight(v, wnew) in time proportional to log(W/max{w, 1}), where w =
min{w(v), wnew} is the (current or subsequent) weight of the node v, and W = max{w(T ), w(Tnew)}
is the (current or subsequent) sum of node weights in the tree T 3 v.
However, in order to state our results precisely we need to dive a bit deeper into how these
dynamic trees work.
3.1 Definitions
Given a family of trees with nonnegative node weights, let w(v) denote the weight of node v, and
let w(Tv) denote the total weight of the nodes in the subtree Tv rooted in v of the tree T that
contains v.
Definition 11. Given a child c of a node p, we call c and its parent edge (c, p) heavy if and only
if w(Tp) < 2w(Tc), and light otherwise.
Lemma 12. Each node has at most one heavy child.
Proof. Suppose for contradiction that h1 and h2 are both heavy children of p, then
w(Tp)− w(p) =
∑
c∈children(p)
w(Tc) ≥ w(Th1) + w(Th2) > 2 ·
1
2
w(Tp) = w(Tp)
which is a contradition since w(p) ≥ 0.
A (proper) heavy path decomposition is a path decomposition where an edge is solid if and only
if it is heavy. It is sometimes useful to deviate slightly from this exact decomposition, in particular
during certain updates. One particularly useful extension that warrants its own name is the u-
exposed heavy path decomposition, which for any node u is defined as the unique path decomposition
such that an edge e = (v, p(v)) is solid if and only if either
• e ∈ r · · ·u, or
• p(v) 6∈ r · · ·u and e is heavy.
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Note that a proper heavy path decomposition is always a u-exposed heavy path decomposition for
some choice of u, but not vice versa.
Given any path decomposition, for each node v, let c(v) denote its solid child (or ⊥ if v has no
solid child), and let h(v) denote its heavy child (or ⊥ if v has no heavy child).
Define the light depth `(v) of a node v as the number of light edges on the r · · · v path. A core
property of the heavy/light definition is the following lemma.
Lemma 13 (Light depth). In any tree Tr with nonnegative node weights, a node v with w(Tv) > 0
has light depth `(v) ≤
⌊
log2
w(Tr)
w(Tv)
⌋
.
Proof. Let ` = `(v), and let l0, l1, . . . , l`−1 be the nodes on the path from v to the root that are
light children, and let l` = r. Now, for i ∈ {0, . . . , `− 1},
w(Tli+1) ≥ w(Tp(li)) ≥ 2w(Tli)
Thus,
w(Tr) = w(Tl`) ≥ 2`w(Tl0) ≥ 2`w(Tv)
And therefore ` ≤ log2 w(Tr)w(Tv) .
Similarly, we can define the dashed depth of a node v as the number of dashed edges on the
r · · · v path.
Lemma 14 (Dashed depth). In a u-exposed heavy path decomposition, the dashed depth of a node
is at most 1 more than the light depth.
Proof. In a u-exposed heavy path decomposition, if the light depth of a node is 0 then its dashed
depth is at most 1, otherwise its dashed depth is at most its light depth.
3.2 Standard Operations
The main operations usually used for manipulating the path decomposition are:
expose(v): Where v is a node in a proper heavy path decomposition of T . Make it v-exposed
instead.
conceil(r): Where r is the root of a v-exposed heavy path decomposition. Make it proper instead.
reverse(r): Where r is the root of a v-exposed heavy path decomposition. Make v the root instead,
and change it into an r-exposed heavy path decomposition (reverse every edge on r · · · v).
link-exposed(v, u; . . .) Where v is the root of a proper heavy path decomposition and u is a node
in an u-exposed heavy path decomposition with root r 6= v. Combine Tv and Tr into a single
new tree by making u the dashed parent of v. The remaining parameters are used to initialize
the new edge. The resulting tree is u-exposed.
cut-exposed(v): Where v is a node in a u-exposed heavy path decomposition, where u = p(v).
Split T into two new trees Tr and Tv by deleting (v, u). Here Tr is u-exposed, and Tv is
proper.
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And to this we add
reweight-root(r, i): Where r is the root of a u-exposed or proper tree Tr. Set the weight of r to
i. If the original tree was proper, r may gain or lose a solid (heavy) child to become proper
again. Otherwise the resulting tree is u-exposed (but not proper).
The expose and conceil operations are internally implemented in terms of the following 2 operations:
splice(x): Where x is a light child of y = p(x). If (x, y) is dashed, make the solid edge (c(y), y)
dashed and make (x, y) solid (set c(y) := x).
An expose(v) works by first making the solid child of v (if any) dashed, and then calling splice
on each light child on the path from v to the root, in that order.
slice(x): Where x is a light child of y = p(x). If (x, y) is solid, make (x, y) dashed and make the
dashed edge (h(y), y) solid (set c(y) := h(y)).
A conceil(r) works by first calling slice on each light child on the selected path r · · · v from r
to v in that order. Then if v has a heavy child, it makes the edge (h(v), v) solid.
Note that during an expose or conceil, the path decomposition may temporarily not be u-exposed
for any u, according to our definition. We could “fix” this by reversing the order of operations,
but the number, order, and exact locations of these operations are going to be important for the
following (in particular for Lemma 16 and 18):
Lemma 15. The number of edge changes made by expose(v) on a proper tree, or by conceil(r) on a
v-exposed tree is at most 2`(v)+1. Each of link-exposed(v, r), cut-exposed(v), and reweight-root(v, i)
change at most one edge, and reverse(r) changes no edges.
Proof. Follows directly from the description of splice and slice above.
Lemma 16. If the cost of changing an edge (v, p(v)) where w(Tv) > 0 from solid to dashed or
vice versa is O
(
1 + log
w(Tp(v))
w(Tv)
)
, then the cost of an expose(v) or conceil(r) where w(Tv) > 0 is
O
(
1 + log Ww(Tv)
)
, where W is the sum of the weights in the tree.
Proof. We consider only expose(v), as conceil(r) is completely symmentric. If v is a heavy child,
then O
(
1 + log
w(Tp(v))
w(Tv)
)
= O(1), so the total cost incurred by expose(v) for changing the at most
`(v) + 1 (heavy) edges from solid to dashed is O(`(v) + 1). All the (light) edges that change from
dashed to solid lie on the r . . . v path. In particular, let ` = `(v) and let (v1, p(v1)), . . . , (v`, p(v`))
be the edges that change from dashed to solid, and let v`+1 = r, then
0 < w(Tv) ≤ w(Tv1) < w(Tp(v1)) ≤ · · · ≤ w(Tv`) < w(Tp(v`)) ≤ w(Tv`+1) = W
so
0 ≤
∑`
i=1
log
w(Tp(vi))
w(Tvi)
≤
∑`
i=1
log
w(Tvi+1)
w(Tvi)
= log
w(Tv`+1)
w(Tv1)
≤ log W
w(Tv)
And thus the cost of changing the dashed edges to solid is O
(
`(v) + log Ww(Tv)
)
. Adding the costs
for the heavy and light edges and applying Lemma 13 then gives the desired result.
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Definition 17. We say that a nonnegative weight function w is k-positive iff
1. Every node v of degree 1 has w(v) > 0.
2. Every path u · · · v consisting of at least k nodes of degree 2 in T contains a node c ∈ u · · · v
with w(c) > 0.
Lemma 18. We can implement biased dynamic trees with k-positive integer weights such
that: expose(v), conceil(r), link-exposed(v, u; . . .), and cut-exposed(v) each take worst case
O
(
1 + log W
max{w(v), 1
k
}
)
time; and reverse(r), and reweight-root(r, i) takes worst case constant time.
The proof of Lemma 18 is deferred to Section 8.
Lemma 19 (precise formulation of Lemma 10). Our algorithm maintains heavy path de-
compositions for a dynamic collection of rooted trees with k-positive integer node weights,
in worst case O
(
1 + log W
max{w(v), 1
k
}
)
time per operation for link(v, u) and cut(v), worst
case O
(
1 + log W
max{w(v), 1
k
} + log
W
max{w(r), 1
k
}
)
time per operation for evert(v), and worst case
O
(
1 + log W
max{w(v), 1
k
} + log
W ′
max{i, 1
k
}
)
time per operation for reweight(v, i), where W and W ′ are
the sums of the weights in the trees involved before and after the operation, and r is the root of the
tree containing v before the operation.
Proof. Follows directly from the obvious implementation of these operations in terms of those in
Lemma 18.
What is more important to us, however, is the following Lemma which allows us to count both
the number of separation flips in the SPQR trees (each such change costs 1), and the sum of those
changes in the BC-trees, to get a total change cost of O(log n).
Lemma 20. If the cost of changing an edge (v, p(v)) from solid to dashed or vice versa is O
(
1 + log
w(Tp(v))
w(Tv)
)
,
then our algorithm maintains heavy path decompositions for a dynamic collection of rooted trees
with k-positive integer node weights, in worst case O
(
1 + log Ww(Tv)
)
cost per operation for link(v, u)
and cut(v), worst case O
(
1 + log Ww(Tv) + log
W
w(T ′r)
)
cost per operation for evert(v), and worst case
O
(
1 + log Ww(Tv) + log
W ′
w(T ′v)
)
cost per operation for reweight(v, i), where W and W ′ are the sums
of the weights in the trees T ,T ′ involved before and after the operation, and r is the root of the tree
containing v before the operation.
Proof. Follows directly from the obvious implementation of these operations in terms of those in
Lemma 18, together with the cost of these operations given by Lemma 16.
Note here there is no dependency on k, and that the denominators in each case have changed
from the weights of single nodes to the weights of whole subtrees.
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3.3 Heavy paths in a weighted tree decomposition
We want to use our algorithm for biased dynamic trees on BC and SPQR trees where the underlying
graph have positive vertex weights. These are both special cases of tree decompositions[12, 23]. A
tree decomposition for a connected graph G, is a pair (T,B) where T is a tree and each node
u ∈ V [T ] is associated with a bag B(u) ⊆ V [G], such that:
T1.
⋃
v∈V [T ] B(v) = V [G].
T2. For every path u · · · v in T , if c ∈ V [u · · · v], then B(u) ∩ B(v) ⊆ B(c).
T3. For every (x, y) ∈ E[G] there exists u ∈ V [T ] such that {x, y} ⊆ B(u).
For an edge (u, v) we use the notation B((u, v)) = B(u) ∩ B(v).
In principle, the tree in a tree decomposition can be arbitrarily large, because an edge can be
subdivided any number of times. The traditional definitions of BC trees and SPQR trees can be
described as the unique minimal tree decompositions with certain properties, which overcomes this.
Our “relaxed” pre-split trees will not necessarily be minimal, but will have the property that there
is a constant amax (called the adhesion), such that for every edge (u, v):
R1. 1 ≤ |B(u) ∩ B(v)| ≤ amax. (bounded adhesion)
R2. If u is a leaf, then B(u) \ B(v) 6= ∅. (bounded leaves)
R3. If both u and v have degree 2 then B(u) 6= B(v). (bounded paths)
For each vertex x ∈ V [G] let b(x) be the node u closest to the current root such that x ∈ B(u).
Then for each tree node v we can define
b−1(v) := {x ∈ B(v) | b(x) = v}
w(v) :=
∑
x∈b−1(v)
w(x)
Lemma 21. For every leaf u, w(u) > 0.
Proof. If u is a leaf in T with neighbor v, then by property R2 we have ∅ 6= B(u) \ B(v) ⊆ b−1(u)
and thus w(u) > 0.
Lemma 22. Let amax be the adhesion of the tree decomposition, then any path consisting of 2amax+
2 nodes of degree 2 in T contains a node v with w(v) > 0.
Proof. Let k = 2amax + 2, and consider any path u1 · · ·uk of k nodes of degree 2 in T . Assume
for contradiction that w(u1) = · · · = w(uk) = 0. Let u0 and uk+1 be the neighbors of u0 and uk
that are not on u1 · · ·uk. Since w(ui) = 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, we have B(ui) ⊆ (B(u0) ∩ B(u1)) ∪
(B(uk) ∩ B(uk+1)). For any i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1} consider the edge (ui, ui+1). Since (by property T2)
the set of nodes whose bags contain a given vertex is connected, |B(u0)∩B(ui)| ≥ |B(u0)∩B(ui+1)|
and |B(ui) ∩ B(uk+1)| ≤ |B(ui+1) ∩ B(uk+1)|. And by property R3, we have B(ui) 6= B(ui+1), so at
least one of those inequalities must be strict. But there are k− 1 = 2amax + 1 such edges and each
inequality can be strict for at most amax of them, so we have our contradiction, and have shown
that for at least one u ∈ u1 · · ·uk we must have w(u) > 0.
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Thus, this system of weights is (2amax+2)-positive, and we can use them to define our biased
dynamic trees. Furthermore, we have the following useful property
Lemma 23. For any vertex x ∈ V [G], and any node v ∈ V [T ] that is an ancestor to b(x), the light
depth of v is at most
⌊
log2
w(Tr)
w(x)
⌋
.
Proof. By Lemma 13 the light depth is at most
⌊
log2
w(Tr)
w(Tv)
⌋
, and since b(x) ∈ V [Tv] we have
w(x) ≤ w(Tv) and thus log2 w(Tr)w(Tv) ≤ log2
w(Tr)
w(x) .
Combining Lemma 23 with Lemma 15, we get the following Lemma that counts the number of
heavy/light changes in the SPQR tree based on the weights from the BC tree:
Lemma 24. For any vertex x ∈ V [G], and any node v ∈ V [T ] that is an ancestor to b(x), the
number of edge changes made to the heavy path decomposition by expose(v) on a proper tree, or by
conceil(r) on a v-exposed tree is at most 1+2
⌊
log2
w(Tr)
w(x)
⌋
. Each of link-exposed(v, r), cut-exposed(v),
and reweight-root(v, i) change at most one edge, and reverse(r) changes no edges.
Proof. By Lemma 15 the number of changes is at most 2`(v) + 1, and by Lemma 23 this is the
desired result.
In fact, by combining with Lemma 16 we get the more general
Observation 25. If the cost of changing an edge (v, p(v)) from solid to dashed or vice versa is
O
(
1 + log
w(Tp(v))
w(Tv)
)
, then for any vertex x ∈ V [G] and any node v ∈ V [T ] that is an ancestor to
b(x), the cost of an expose(v) or conceil(r) is O
(
1 + log Ww(x)
)
, where W is the sum of the weights
in the tree.
The observation above is useful, because it lets us sum the changes from the SPQR tree as we
work in the BC tree.
Furthermore, we have the following useful lemma, that will allow us to find critical paths in
SPQR-trees:
Lemma 26. Given a node v and a vertex y ∈ B(v), with v exposed, we can in constant time find
the node v′ closest to the root such that y ∈ B(v′), and, symmetrically, given a vertex x ∈ B(r),
find the node r′ furthest from the root such that x ∈ B(r′).
Proof. Because of bounded adhesion, the solid path r · · · v only has a constant number of vertices
that are shared between B(v) and other nodes on the path. Thus, it can for each such vertex store
its root-nearest occurrence. The second case is symmetric.
Our definition of b(x) and w(v) presents a problem in connection with the reverse(r) operation.
In particular, we can’t store b(x) or w(v) explicitly, since too many of these values may change.
Instead, for each vertex x, we store an arbitrary node bˆ(x) such that x ∈ B(bˆ(x)). And we explicitly
maintain a weight wˆ(v) =
∑
x∈B(v),bˆ(x)=v w(x) for each node v. The relationship between w(v) and
wˆ(v) is that
w(v) =
wˆ(v) if v is the rootwˆ(v)−∑x∈B((v,p(v))),
bˆ(x)∈Tv
w(x) otherwise
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Thus, we can compute w(v) from wˆ(v) in the time that it takes to determine if v is an ancestor to
bˆ(x) for each of the at most amax values of x ∈ B((v, p(v))).
Lemma 27. Our algorithm maintains heavy path decompositions for a dynamic collec-
tion of weighted and rooted tree-decompositions of bounded adhesion amax, in worst case
O
((
1 + log W
max{w(v), 1
k
}
)
log2 n
)
time per operation for link(v, u) and cut(v), worst case
O
((
1 + log W
max{w(v), 1
k
} + log
W
max{w(r), 1
k
}
)
log2 n
)
time per operation for evert(v), and worst case
O
((
1 + log W
max{w(v), 1
k
} + log
W ′
max{i, 1
k
}
)
log2 n
)
time per operation for reweight(v, i), where k =
2amax+2, W and W
′ are the sums of the weights in the trees involved before and after the operation,
and r is the root of the tree containing v before the operation.
Proof of Lemma 27. The time for determining if v is an ancestor to bˆ(x) is O(log n), so we can
compute w(v) in O(log n) time whenever we need it. This costs a factor of O(log2 n) in the running
time for maintaining such a tree decomposition. Since bˆ(x) and wˆ(v) do not depend on the choice
of root or the solid paths, we can trivially maintain them during the expose, conceil, and reverse
operations. The operations link-exposed(v, u) and cut-exposed(v) do require that we update bˆ(x)
for each of the at most amax vertices x ∈ B((u, v)), and this again requires changing the at most
O(amax log n) places in the data structure where w(x) contributes to the stored weight wˆ(·), but
by definition this does not change any edges from heavy to light or vice versa, and thus does not
change the heavy path decomposition.
4 Dynamic SPQR trees
We now proceed to give a data structure for maintaining an implicit representation of an SPQR-tree
of a weighted biconnected graph subject to edge insertions and undo edge insertion.
When an edge is inserted, all changes to the SPQR-tree lie on a path. In the most complicated
case, this path is nontrivial, and everything along it becomes triconnected, and we have to update
the SPQR-tree by substituting the path with a node representing its contraction. Thus, to handle
such an edge-insertion, we need to find that SPQR-path and contract it.
Our approach goes via maintaining a path decomposition of the SPQR-tree, and regarding all
solid paths as precontracted in a way that admits undo. Intuitively, the precontractions in question
approximate insertions of imaginary edges. However, simply contracting a path in the SPQR-tree
may differ in more than a constant number of places from what could be the SPQR-tree of any
graph. Thus, we introduce the notion of relaxed SPQR trees, where internal nodes on heavy paths
are pre-split in the way they would be if an edge would cover them. Once all solid paths are pre-
contracted, the actual insertion of an edge covering the solid path, or its undo, can be implemented
by toggling a bit for the heavy path. We show that we can maintain a path decomposition with
pre-contracted solid paths with only O(log n) changes per insertion or undo, where here changes
include pre-splitting and its reverse operation.
Now, if the insertion of an edge in the biconnected graph causes a path in the SPQR-tree to be
contracted, we need to find the endpoints of that path. Recall that either endpoint of the inserted
edge may reside in several SPQR-nodes. Nonetheless, if there is no node containing both of them,
there is a unique shortest path connecting them, their critical path, and we give an algorithm for
finding this path. In the other cases, where there exist SPQR-nodes that contain both endpoints
of the inserted edge, we give an algorithm for finding the at most 3 such nodes.
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We present our construction in the following order: In Section 4.1, we recall the standard
definition of SPQR-tree, and present our notion of a relaxed SPQR-tree that allows for pre-split
nodes. In Section 4.2, we describe how the SPQR-tree may change reflecting the insertion of an
edge. In Section 3.3, we show how to maintain path decomposition in a weighted SPQR-tree; to
state our findings in their fullest generality, we generalise SPQR-trees to tree-decompositions of
bounded adhesion, and show how to maintain path decompositions of those. In Section 4.4, we
give the details of pre-splitting of SPQR-nodes. In Section 4.3, we show how to find that path in
the SPQR-tree that needs to be modified in case an edge is inserted. Finally, in Section 4.5, we
account for the pre-contracting of solid paths in the decomposition.
4.1 Strict and relaxed SPQR trees
Definition 28 (Hopcroft and Tarjan [15, p. 6]). Let {a, b} be a pair of vertices in a biconnected
multigraph G. Suppose the edges of G are divided into equivalence classes E1, E2, . . . , Ek, such that
two edges which lie on a common path not containing any vertex of {a, b} except as an end-point
are in the same class. The classes Ei are called the separation classes of G with respect to {a, b}.
If there are at least two separation classes, then {a, b} is a separation pair of G unless (i) there
are exactly two separation classes, and one class consists of a single edge2, or (ii) there are exactly
three classes, each consisting of a single edge3
Definition 29 ([13]). The (strict) SPQR-tree for a biconnected multigraph G = (V,E) with at
least 3 edges is a tree with nodes labeled S, P, or R, where each node x has an associated skeleton
graph Γ(x) with the following properties:
• For every node x in the SPQR-tree, V (Γ(x)) ⊆ V .
• For every edge e ∈ E there is a unique node x = b(e) in the SPQR-tree such that e ∈ E(Γ(x)).
• For every edge (x, y) in the SPQR-tree, V (Γ(x)) ∩ V (Γ(y)) is a separation pair {a, b} in G,
and there is a virtual edge ab in each of Γ(x) and Γ(y) that corresponds to (x, y).
• For every node x in the SPQR-tree, every edge in Γ(x) is either in E or a virtual edge.
• If x is an S-node, Γ(x) is a simple cycle with at least 3 edges.
• If x is a P-node, Γ(x) consists of a pair of vertices with at least 3 parallel edges.
• If x is an R-node, Γ(x) is a simple triconnected graph.
• No two S-nodes are neighbors, and no two P-nodes are neighbors.
The SPQR-tree for a biconnected graph is unique (see e.g. [7]). The (skeleton graphs associated
with) the SPQR-nodes are sometimes referred to as G’s triconnected components.
In this paper, we use the term relaxed SPQR tree to denote a tree that satisfies all but the last
of the condition. Unlike the strict SPQR-tree, the relaxed SPQR-tree is never unique.
2So in a triconnected graph, the endpoints of an edge do not constitute a separation pair.
3So the graph consisting of two vertices connected by 3 parallel edges is triconnected.
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Figure 6: A biconnected graph and its SPQR-tree. Note that adding the edge xy would collapse a
path of SPQR-nodes into one. Deletion can thus result in the opposite transformation. [13]
4.2 Changes during insert
Given a (strict) SPQR tree, we would like to be able to maintain it as the underlying graph changes.
When adding edge (x, y), the change to the SPQR tree happens along the critical path, denoted
m(x, y) defined as:
1. If no SPQR node contains both x and y, then m(x, y) is the unique shortest path u · · · v in
the SPQR tree such that u contains x and v contains y.4
2. If exactly one SPQR node v contains both x and y, then m(x, y) = v.
3. If exactly two SPQR nodes u, v contain both x and y, then they are adjacent and m(x, y) =
u · · · v.
4. If more than two SPQR nodes contain both x and y, then m(x, y) is the unique P node
containing both x and y.
Note that the path is considered to be undirected, so m(x, y) = m(y, x).
This notion of a critical path is implicit in [5], where m(x, y) is either the path connecting their
representatives µ(x) and µ(y) of x and y, or, in the case where one of them (say, z) is a descendant
of the representative of the other (say, z′), the path connecting µ(z) to µ, where µ is the lowest
SPQR-node containing x and y in itself or its descendants.
The actual change to the SPQR-tree caused by inserting (x, y) can be described in terms of
m(x, y), as follows:
1. Ifm(x, y) has at least two edges, or has a single edge that does not correspond to the separation
pair {x, y} (Case 1 above):
4Note that such a path exists and is unique: Take any SPQR-node containing x and any SPQR-node containing
y, and consider the tree path p connecting them. It can be subdivided into three segments: the first segment contains
x in all SPQR-nodes and separation pairs, the last segment contains y in all SPQR-nodes and separation pairs, and
the middle segment contains neither x nor y. Extending the middle segment by its neighbours on p yields m(x, y).
Since the middle segment contains a compact representation of all separation pairs that separate x from y, m(x, y)
is unique.
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• Each S node s that is at the end of the path is split into at most 3 pieces wrt. the vertex
in Γ(s) ∩ {x, y} and the closest edge on the path.
• Each S node that is internal to m(x, y) is split into at most 3 pieces wrt. its neighboring
edges on the path.
• Each P node that is internal to m(x, y) is split into at most 2 pieces wrt. its neighboring
edges on the path.
• And then the remainder of m(x, y) is contracted into a single R node.
2. If m(x, y) is a single S node s (part of Case 2 above): The node s is split into two S nodes
s1, s2, with the edge (s1, s2) corresponding to the separation pair {x, y} and we proceed as if
the path had a single edge.
3. If m(x, y) is a single edge (v1, v2) that corresponds to the separation pair {x, y} (Case 3):
The edge is subdivided by adding a new P node p with V (Γ(p)) = {x, y}, and we proceed as
if the path consisted of the single node p.
4. If m(x, y) is a single R node v and Γ(v) already contains an edge e = (x, y) (part of Case 2):
A new leaf P node v′ is added as neighbor of v, turning e into a virtual edge. Then the new
(x, y) edge is added to Γ(v′), and we proceed as if the path consisted only of v′.
5. Finally, if m(x, y) is a single P or R node v (rest of Case 2 and Case 4): The edge is simply
added to Γ(v).
4.3 Critical paths in SPQR-trees.
We will be working a lot with paths in T defined by a pair of vertices in x, y ∈ V [G], and it will be
useful to have the following query operation.
common-path(x, y): Return the unique subpath u · · · v of b(x) · · · b(y) that is either
• the longest subpath of b(x) · · · b(y) such that {x, y} ⊆ B(u) ∩ B(v); or
• the unique shortest path in T such that x ∈ B(u) and y ∈ B(v).
Now, we can use Lemma 26 as a subroutine for finding and exposing m(x, y):
Lemma 30. Given vertices x, y with x ∈ B(r) and y ∈ B(u), where u is exposed, m(x, y) can be
found in constant time.
Proof. Let r′ and v′ denote the bags found in Lemma 26. They form the endpoints of the common
path of x and y. What remains is a simple case analysis. When v′ is further from the root than
r′, or r′ is further from the root than v′ and no P -node lies between them, then v′ and r′ are
the endpoints of the critical path. Otherwise, v′ is at most 2 edges closer to the root han r′, and
between them, there exists a P -node containing x and y; this P -node is m(x, y).
Lemma 31. Let G be a vertex weighted biconnected graph with vertices x, y, y′ ∈ V [G]. Let T be the
SPQR tree for G. Let mT (x, y) = r · · ·u where x ∈ B(r) and y ∈ B(u), and let mT (x, y′) = r′ · · ·u′
where x ∈ B(r′) and y′ ∈ B(u′) and r′ is on the path r · · ·u′. Then converting a u-exposed heavy
path decomposition of T with root r into a u′-exposed heavy path decomposition of T with root r′
can be done by: conceil(r), expose(r′), reverse(r), conceil(r′), expose(u′). During this sequence,
O
(
1 + log w(T )w(y) + log
w(T )
w(y′)
)
edges change from solid to dashed or vice versa.
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Proof. By Lemma 15 conceil(r) changes at most 2`(u) + 1 edges. By definition of mT (x, y), if
y ∈ B(r) then u and r are neighbors, so `(u) ≤ 1; otherwise u = b(y) and by Lemma 23 we have
`(u) ≤
⌊
log2
w(T )
w(y)
⌋
. Thus, the number of edge changes made by conceil(r) is at most
2 max
{
1,
⌊
log2
w(T )
w(y)
⌋}
+ 1 ≤ 2
⌊
log2
w(T )
w(y)
⌋
+ 3
Similarly, by Lemma 15 expose(r′) changes at most 2`(r′) + 1 edges. If y′ 6∈ B(r′) then r′ is
an ancestor to b(y′), so by Lemma 23 we have `(r′) ≤
⌊
log2
w(T )
w(y′)
⌋
. Otherwise, by definition
of mT (x, y), {x, y′} ⊆ B(r′) ∩ B(y′), and since no 3 consecutive edges in a (strict) SPQR tree
can correspond to the same separation pair, b(y′) ∈ {r′, p(r′)}, so `(r′) ≤ `(b(y′)) + 1 and so by
Lemma 23 `(r′) ≤
⌊
log2
w(T )
w(y′)
⌋
+ 1. Thus, the number of edge changes made by expose(r′) is at
most
2 max
{⌊
log2
w(T )
w(y′)
⌋
,
⌊
log2
w(T )
w(y′)
⌋
+ 1
}
+ 1 = 2
⌊
log2
w(T )
w(y′)
⌋
+ 3
The reverse(r) does not change any edges, and by completely symmetric arguments, conceil(r′)
changes at most 2
⌊
log2
w(T )
w(y)
⌋
+ 3 edges, and expose(u′) changes at most 2
⌊
log2
w(T )
w(y′)
⌋
+ 3 edges.
The total number of edge changes is thus at most
2
(
2
⌊
log2
w(T )
w(y)
⌋
+ 3
)
+ 2
(
2
⌊
log2
w(T )
w(y′)
⌋
+ 3
)
= 4
⌊
log2
w(T )
w(y)
⌋
+ 4
⌊
log2
w(T )
w(y′)
⌋
+ 12
∈ O
(
1 + log2
w(T )
w(y)
+ log2
w(T )
w(y′)
)
4.4 Pre-splitting
S
X0 X1 X2 X3 X4
−→
S
S S
X0 X1 X2 X3 X4
Figure 7: Pre-splitting an S node creates a primary and at most 2 secondary child nodes. The
primary inherits the solid child, the secondaries partition the remaining children and choose their
heaviest child as solid.
We want to maintain an SPQR tree efficiently as the underlying graph changes. However, the strict
SPQR tree can change by up to O(n) splits and the contraction of a path with up to O(n) nodes
during a single edge insertion in the underlying graph, so we can not hope to maintain an explicit
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representation of that. In this section we define a pre-split SPQR tree, which is just a particular
relaxed SPQR tree with a (u-exposed or proper) heavy path decomposition, that we have better
control over. In particular, we ensure that an edge insertion only takes O(log n) splits, followed
by the contraction of a solid path. In Section 4.5 we show how we can handle this contraction
efficiently. The main difficulty in handling the splits is that the expose/conceil/etc. operations
will actually be changing the tree we are working on, by splitting and merging certain nodes. For
the definition and analysis of our pre-split SPQR tree, we will therefore start with a (u-exposed or
proper) heavy path decomposition of the strict SPQR tree.
P
X0 X1 X2
−→
P
P
X1 X0 X2
Figure 8: Pre-splitting a P node creates a primary and at most 1 secondary child node. The primary
inherits the solid child, the secondary inherits the remaining children and chooses its heaviest child
as solid.
Definition 32. A node v in a rooted relaxed SPQR tree is primary if either v is the root; or v is
an R node; or v is an S or P node whose parent p(v) has different type. All other nodes are called
secondary.
In any relaxed SPQR tree T there is a one-to-one correspondence between the primary nodes in T
and the nodes in the corresponding strict SPQR tree.
Definition 33. For each node u, we choose a set s(u) ⊆ B(u) of selected vertices, and use them to
define 1 or 2 child groups of u as disjoint subsets of the edges of Γ(u), as follows:
• If u is a primary S node with both a parent edge ep and a solid child edge ec, then s(u) = ∅, and
the two child groups are simply the (possibly empty) ordered sets of edges on the clockwise
and counterclockwise paths in Γ(u) between the virtual edges corresponding to ep and ec
(excluding ep and ec).
• For the at most one primary non-root S node u that has a parent edge ep but no solid child
and is connected to the root by a solid path, we may choose a vertex x ∈ B(u) and set
s(u) = {x}. Then the two (possibly empty) child groups are the ordered sets of edges edges
that correspond to the clockwise and counterclockwise paths in Γ(u) from ep to x (excluding
ep).
• If u is the root and is an S node with a solid child edge ec we may choose a vertex x ∈ B(u),
and set s(u) = {x}. Then the two (possibly empty) child groups are the ordered sets of edges
that correspond to the clockwise and counterclockwise paths in Γ(u) from x to ec (excluding
ec).
• If u is the root and is an S node with no solid children, we may choose two selected vertices
x, y ∈ B(u), and set s(u) = {x, y}. Then the two (possibly empty) child groups are the
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ordered sets of edges that correspond to the clockwise and counterclockwise paths in Γ(u)
between x and y.
• All other nodes (including R and P nodes and all secondary nodes) have s(u) = ∅, and only
one (possibly empty) child group, consisting of all edges in Γ(u) except the ones corresponding
to the parent edge or the solid child.
Note that for every dashed child, its corresponding edge in Γ(u) belongs to a unique child group,
and that the parent edge and solid child edge (if any) do not belong to a child group.
We are going to use the sets of selected nodes to control the exact locations where S nodes are
split when preparing to insert a new edge. To do this we define a new operation:
select(v,X): Where v ∈ {r, u} is an S node in a u-exposed SPQR tree with root r, and X (possibly
empty) is a valid choice of selected vertices according to definition 33. Set s(v) := X.
Definition 34. Define a node v to be splittable if either:
• v is a P node with both a parent and a solid child and a child group with at least 2 edges; or
• v is an S node with two groups of dashed children and at least one child group with at least
2 edges.
All other nodes are unsplittable. In particular, the root, the leaves, and the R nodes are unsplittable.
Definition 35. Define a node to be mergeable if it has a secondary child. All other nodes are
unmergeable.
In a strict SPQR tree many nodes may be splittable, but no node is mergeable. We will define our
relaxed SPQR tree by pre-splitting some subset of the splittable nodes of a strict SPQR tree, using
one of the following operations:
split(v): Where v is a splittable node. For each child group at least 2 edges, replace the group of
dashed children corresponding to that group with a single new dashed secondary child node
c inheriting the edges that it replaces, and with s(c) = ∅. For each new node c created this
way, if it has a heavy child h make (h, c) solid.
Note that somewhat counter-intuitively, this definition may split an S node v with |s(v)| = 2
into 3, where the root node is a 2-cycle.
As the underlying graph changes, we also need the inverse operation:
merge(v): Where v is a mergeable node. For each secondary child c: if (c, v) is dashed and c has
a solid child c2, make (c2, c) dashed; then contract edge (c, v).
Lemma 36. If we start with a heavy path decomposition of a strict SPQR tree with some set of
selected vertices and only split or merge primary nodes, the following invariants hold:
I-1. No node is both splittable and mergeable.
I-2. Each secondary node has a skeleton graph with at least 3 edges, and is a dashed child of a
primary node which is either a P node with both a parent and a solid child, or an S node with
two groups of children.
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Furthermore, any heavy path decomposition of a relaxed SPQR tree where these inveriants hold can
be constructed from the corresponding strict SPQR tree by splitting a unique subset of the splittable
primary nodes in any order.
Proof. The invariants hold trivially for a strict SPQR tree, since every node is primary.
Assume now that the invariants hold for the current relaxed tree, and that p is a splittable
primary node. Then after split(p), p is no longer splittable but is instead mergeable, so I-1 still
holds at p. Since p was splittable and not mergeable, either p is a P node that is not the root and
has a solid child, or p is an S node with two groups of children, and thus each secondary node
created by the split satisfies I-2.
Since p was not mergeable, each node h that got a new parent c in the split was primary, so
making the parent edge (h, c) solid if it was heavy does not violate I-2. For every other node,
nothing has changed so the invariants trivially still hold.
Similarly, suppose that the invariants hold for the current relaxed tree and that p is a mergeable
node. Since I-2 holds, p is primary, and after merge(p) we have p splittable but not mergeable so I-1
still holds at p. The merge may make some solid edges dashed and removes some secondary nodes,
but doesn’t change any of the invariants for any of the other nodes.
Finally note that as long as the invariants hold, the primary nodes in the relaxed tree that are
splittable or mergeable are exactly those that correspond to a splittable node in the strict SPQR
tree. To get a particular relaxed tree, start with the strict tree and split exactly those primary
nodes that should be mergeable.
In particular, invariant I-1 and I-2 means that each node in the original strict SPQR tree is
represented by at most 3 (a primary and at most 2 secondary) nodes in the relaxed SPQR tree.
This is somewhat analogous to the way a 2-3-4-tree is related to a red-black tree (See Guibas and
Sedgewick [11]).
So far, we have said very little about which nodes to actually split and merge. Each time an
edge in the strict SPQR tree changes from solid to dashed or vice versa during an update, our
relaxed tree may have to change. We want to ensure that each such edge change causes at most a
constant number of splits and merges. In order to get there, we need to distinguish between two
types of dashed edges.
Definition 37. Define the solid degree of a node v to be |s(v)| plus the number of solid edges
incident to v. Define an edge (c, p(c)) to be stable if it is dashed and either
• p(c) is an R node; or
• p(c) is an S or P node with solid degree 2 and the child group of p(c) containing (c, p(c))
contains no other edges.
All other dashed edges are unstable. In particular, every dashed child edge of an S or P node that
is at the end of a solid path not containing the root is unstable, as are all child edges of a splittable
node that would get moved during a split.
Observation 38. If the edge (c, p(c)) is stable, then contracting the solid path containing p(c) into
an R node during an edge insertion does not change this.
Lemma 39. If splitting or merging the node p does not give its dashed child c a new parent, then
(c, p) is unstable after the operation if and only if it was unstable before the operation.
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Proof. Since c does not get a new parent, (c, p) was stable if and only if p was an S node of solid
degree 2 and the child group p containing (c, p) had no other elements. The split does not change
the solid degree of p, and only changes the other child group of p.
Lemma 40. If splitting the node p gives its dashed child c a new parent v, then (c, p) was unstable
before the split, (c, v) is either solid or unstable after the split, and Γ(v) has at least 3 edges.
Proof. Since c gets a new parent during the split, the child group of p containing (c, p) has at least
2 edges, and either p is a P node or p is an S node with at least 2 child groups. Thus by definition
of stable, (c, p) is unstable before the split. By definition of split, Γ(v) has at least 3 edges after
the split, and (v, p) is dashed and v has solid degree at most 1, so by definition of stable (c, v) is
not stable.
Lemma 41. If merging node p contracts the dashed edge (v, p) where v has a child c and Γ(v) has
at least 3 edges, then (c, v) was solid or unstable before the merge, and (c, p) is unstable after the
merge.
Proof. Since (v, p) is dashed, any child edge of v is either solid or unstable before the merge, and
is dashed after the merge. Since Γ(v) had at least 3 edges, (c, p) is unstable after the merge.
Thus, if the edge (c, p(c)) is solid or unstable then after a split or merge that changes p(c), the
new parent edge of c is still either solid or unstable (but not necessarily the same one as before).
Given these properties we can now state
Lemma 42. Given a u-exposed (or proper) heavy path decomposition of a strict SPQR tree T with
root r, and sets s(u) and s(r), there is a unique corresponding relaxed SPQR tree T ′ that satisfies
the inveriants of Lemma 36 as well as the following:
I-3. The root, and each primary node with a solid or unstable parent edge is not splittable.
I-4. A primary node with a stable parent edge is not mergeable.
We call T ′ the pre-split SPQR tree corresponding to (T, s(u), s(r)).
Proof. The strict SPQR tree trivially satisfies all invariants except I-3. Let X be the set of nodes
in the strict SPQR tree that violate I-3. For each node v ∈ X, calling split(v) satisfies I-3 at v,
without breaking it for any other nodes.
Lemma 43. If a relaxed SPQR tree violates the pre-splitting invariants in at most k nodes, then
they can be restored by at most 20k split or merge operations.
Proof. For each secondary node v that is a solid child, we have a violation of invariant I-2, and we
can set p = p(v) and do merge(p), followed (if the resulting node is splittable) by a split(p). Each
such merge+split removes the offending node and violation, but may create up to 2 new violations
of I-2 (at the new dashed children of p), and at most 4 new violations of I-3 (at stable children
of v and p(v) whose parent edges become unstable). After doing this for the at most k secondary
nodes that are solid children (at a cost of at most 2k operations), every secondary node is a dashed
child, and we have at most 6k other violations. For each secondary node v that is now a child of a
secondary node, there is a violation of invariant I-2, and we can do a merge(p(v)). Each such merge
removes the offending node and violation, but may create a new violation of I-1, I-2, or I-3 at the
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parent. However, after at most 6k such merges, every secondary node has a primary parent. If
invariant I-2 is now violated at a secondary node v, then a merge(p(v)) will remove both the node
and the violation, but may create a new violation of invariant I-1 or I-3 at the parent instead. So
after at most 6k additional merges, invariant I-2 is satisfied at every secondary node, but we may
still have 6k violations of the other invariants. If invariant I-1 and/or I-4 is now violated at a node
v, then a merge(v) fixes it and reduces the total number of violations by at least one. Finally, if
invariant I-3 is now violated at a node v, then a split(v) fixes it and reduces the total number of
violations by one.
Note that this is a very loose upper bound, and we can often do much better by analyzing the
specific violations.
Lemma 44. In a u-exposed pre-split SPQR tree with root r, restoring the invariants after a
select(u,X) or select(r,X) takes at most one split or merge operation.
Proof. For v ∈ {u, r}, the select(v,X) operation can only affect invariants I-1 and I-3 at v and I-2
at children of v. A single merge or split will fix this without introducing any new violations. To see
this, first note that if s(v) 6= ∅ then the only valid value for X is X = ∅. In this case, invariant I-2
may be violated at a child c of v because v only has one child group after the operation, and this is
fixed by a merge(v). Afterwards, v is neither mergeable or splittable, so both I-1 and I-3 are also
satisfied at v. If s(v) = ∅ and X 6= ∅, then v may become splittable and hence violate I-3, but this
is fixed by a single split(v).
Lemma 45. In the pre-split SPQR tree, if c and p = p(c) are both primary, then changing edge
(c, p) from solid to dashed or vice versa may violate the invariants at p or c or at most 3 of their
children, but nowhere else. The invariants can be restored by at most 3 split or merge operations.
Proof. Suppose first that (c, p) is changed from solid to dashed. This does not cause I-1 to be
violated anywhere, but may cause I-2 to be violated at secondary children of p (because they lose
a solid sibling), cause I-3 to be violated at at most one primary child of each of p or c (because
their parent edge changes from stable to unstable), and cause I-4 to be violated at c (because its
parent edge changes from solid to stable). Note that I-2 can only be violated at a secondary child
of p if p is not an R node, and I-4 can only be violated at c if p is an R node, so these two types
of violation do not occur together. To restore the invariants takes at at most one merge operation
at either p (to fix the violation of I-2 at the secondary children of p) or c (to fix the violation of I-4
at c), and at most one split operation at each primary child v of p or c whose parent edge changes
from stable to unstable (to fix the violation of I-3).
Suppose now that (c, p) is changed from dashed to solid. This does not cause I-1 or I-2 to
be violated anywhere, but may cause I-3 to be violated at p (because p becomes splittable) or c
(because its parent edge changes from stable to solid), and cause I-4 to be violated at at most one
primary child of each of p and c (because their parent edge changes from unstable to stable). Note
that I-3 can only be violated at p if p is not and R node, and can only be violated at c if p is an R
node, the invariant is at most violated at one of them. To restore the invariants takes at most one
split operation at either p or c (to fix the violation of I-3), and at most one merge operation at each
primary child v of p or c whose parent edge changes from unstable to stable (to fix the violation
of I-4).
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To handle expose(u) of a primary node u in a proper heavy path decomposition of the pre-split
SPQR tree with root r, or conceil(r) in a u-exposed heavy path decomposition of the pre-split
SPQR tree with root r and primary node u, we need to slightly change the implementation of
splice(v) and slice(v) as follows:
splice(v): Where v is a primary node that is a dashed light child. If p(v) is a secondary node, let
p = p(p(v)), else let p = p(v). Now p is a primary node. If p has a solid child then make it
dashed and do the necessary splits and merges to restore the invariants. Now p is the parent
of v and (v, p) is dashed. Make (v, p) solid, and do the necesary splits and merges to restore
the invariants.
slice(v): Where v is a primary node that is a solid light child. Let p = p(v), then p is primary
and (v, p) is solid. Make (v, p) dashed and do the necessary splits and merges to restore the
invariants. Now p has no solid children. If p has a heavy child h, make (h, p) solid and do the
necessary splits and merges to restore the invariants.
Lemma 46. An expose(u) where u is a primary node in a proper heavy path decomposition of the
pre-split SPQR tree with no selected vertices and root r, or a conceil(r) in a u-exposed heavy path
decomposition of the pre-split SPQR tree with no selected vertices and root r each costs at most
6`(u) + 3 splits or merges, in addition to the at most 2`(u) + 1 edges changing from solid to dashed
or vice versa, where `(u) is the light depth of u in the corresponding strict SPQR tree.
Proof. With the modified definition of splice and slice given, expose(u) and conceil(r) works exactly
as before, except that after changing the solid/dashed state of a child of u we need to do the
necessary splits and merges to restore the invariants. The number of edges we explicitly change
(as opposed to what happens while restoring the invariants) is unchanged 2`(u) + 1. Each edge
that we explicitly change from solid to dashed or vice versa has a primary node at each end, so by
Lemma 45, restoring the invariants costs at most 3 splits or merges per explicit edge change. Thus
the total number of merges and splits is at most 3(2`(u) + 1) = 6`(u) + 3.
Lemma 47. Given a proper pre-split SPQR tree Tv with no selected vertices, and an u-exposed
pre-split SPQR tree Tr, where (x, y) is a non-virtual edge in both Γ(v) and Γ(u), restoring the
invariants after a link-exposed(v, u) takes at most one split or merge operation.
Proof. After link-exposed(v, u), invariant I-2, I-3, or I-4 may be violated at v, but no other violations
occur anywhere in the tree. If I-2 is violated at v, by definition of secondary v must have the same
type as u, so the violation is fixed with a merge(u). If I-3 or I-4 is violated at v then v was a node
of different type from u before the operation, so the violation is fixed with either a split(v) or a
merge(v). Since the type of v is not both the same as and different from u, at most one split or
merge operation is needed in total to restore the invariants.
Lemma 48. Given a u-exposed pre-split SPQR tree Tr and a child v of u, restoring the invariants
after a cut-exposed(v) takes at most one merge operation if v is a primary node, and no violations
of the invariants occur otherwise.
Proof. No violations of the invariants occur in the part of the tree containing u, because no parents
or child groups are changed there. If v was a primary node before, then after cut-exposed(v)
invariant I-2 may be violated at children of v (because s(v) = ∅ and v loses its parent). If this
happens, a merge(v) fixes it. If v was secondary, every child of v is primary so no violations of I-2
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can occur there. By definition, s(v) = ∅ so v is not splittable so I-3 is satisfied at v, and v has no
parent, so I-4 is satisfied at v. All other invariants remain unchanged.
Lemma 49. In the pre-split SPQR tree with root r, reverse(r) does not violate any of the invariants.
Proof. Let u be the other end of the solid path containing r. Since no node changes whether it is
splittable or mergeable, invariant I-1 is trivially preserved. By invariant I-2, each node v ∈ r · · ·u
is primary. By definition of splittable and invariant I-3, every node v ∈ r · · ·u is unsplittable
before the operation. This will still be true after the operation, so invariant I-3 is preserved for
these nodes. None of the nodes on r · · ·u have a stable parent before or after the operation, so
invariant I-4 is trivially preserved for these nodes. Each child c of a node p ∈ r · · ·u is either a
secondary node where I-2 is preserved, or a primary node, whose type of parent edge (stable or
unstable) is preserved and thus I-3 and I-4 is preserved for c. The invariants are trivially preserved
for the remaining nodes.
Combining these Lemmas, we obtain the following main theorem stating that we can support
the aforementioned operations while only making changes proportional to the number of edges that
change status between solid and dashed:
Theorem 50. The number of splits and merges needed to maintain a pre-split SPQR tree under ex-
pose, conceil, reverse, link-exposed, and cut-exposed is proportional to the number of edges changing
from solid to dashed or vice versa during the same operation in the strict SPQR tree.
4.5 Pre-contracting
We have now shown that a pre-split SPQR tree doesn’t change too much during each of the
operations we need. However, we still need to describe how to handle the actual path contraction
that happens during an edge insertion, and the corresponding path expansion that happens during
an uninsert, in worst case O(log n) time. Formally we define the operations
contract-path(u): Given a u-exposed pre-split SPQR tree Tr, where each v ∈ {r, u} is either an
R node, or an S node with |bag(v)| = 3. Contract the path r · · ·u into a single pseudo-R
node v. The result is a v-exposed pre-split SPQR tree.
expand-path(r): Given a r-exposed pre-split SPQR tree Tr, where r is a pseudo-R node contracted
from a path u · · · v, expand the node r into that path. The result is either a u-exposed pre-split
SPQR tree with root v, or a v-exposed pre-split SPQR tree with root u.
The idea is to represent each R node and each solid path as variations of the same tree data
structure, such that one can be turned into the other just by changing information at the root of
that tree.
Note that every R node we have, will be the result of some earlier contraction, and that because
of pre-splitting every S or P node that gets contracted has a skeleton graph with 3 or 4 edges.
We start by defining a path representation Π(v) of an SPQR node v, as a graph constructed
from v by creating a vertex pi(vi) for each original S or P node vi it was contracted from, and
connecting them with edges into a path. We assign each edge a positive integer weight. Note that
for an S or P node v, the path representation is just the single-vertex graph Π(v) = ({pi(v)}, ∅).
Given path representations Π(c) for each node c on a solid path u · · · v in the SPQR tree, we
can create a combined path representation Π(u · · · v) of the whole path by connecting the ends
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of the paths for each node with new edges of weight 0. Thus, in Π(u · · · v), each node in u · · · v
corresponds to a maximal segment of the path where every edge has positive weight. In particular,
each R node corresponds to a segment with at least one edge. Now, the weight of a vertex x is
added to its representative a(x) defined in Section 3.3. However, since we do not explicitly maintain
the SPQR-nodes, the weight of x is added to a fragment on the path representing this node.
The idea is now that when doing a contract-path(r), resulting in a new root r′, we can get
from Π(r · · ·u) to Π(r′) by simply adding 1 to all edges on Π(r · · ·u). Similarly, if we later do an
expand-path(r′), we can reconstruct Π(r · · ·u) from Π(r′) by subtracting 1 from every edge.
By storing each path using a balanced binary search tree, and doing the edge updates lazily,
we can turn this idea into an effective data structure with O(log n) worst case time for each of the
operations we need.
Lemma 51. [24] We can maintain such a tree in O(log n) time per join, split, or add-to-path.
In the resulting tree over Π(u · · · v), for every node c in u · · · v there is a unique deepest node
pi(c) such that the subtree rooted in pi(c) contains all vertices of Π(c). If v is an S or P node in the
SPQR tree, this will be a leaf (and so pi(c) is the same as already defined above), but if c is an R
node this will be not be the case.
We have defined all our operations on pre-split SPQR trees in terms of the actual nodes, but
because we want the path representation tree to be balanced at all times, the node in this tree that
correspond to an R node may change. Thus, every pointer to an R node will have to be implicit,
in the sense that what is actually stored is a pointer to one of the (now obsolete) S or P nodes
that it was contracted from, and every time we need the node we have to find it in the tree.
Lemma 52. Let u · · · v be a solid path in the pre-split SPQR tree, with u an ancestor to v. Let
Π = Π(u · · · v) be a path representation tree for u · · · v, and let u′ be en end fragment of Π that is
part of Π(u).
Given a fragment pi(c′) ∈ Π of an SPQR node c ∈ u · · · v, we can in O(log n) time find the
first zero-weight edge on pi(c′) · · ·pi(u′) (if any); and the internal node representing pi(u). And in
O(log2 n) time we can find the first zero-weight light edge on pi(c′) · · ·pi(u′) (if any).
Proof. Each internal node pi in the path representation tree corresponds both to the edge epi sepa-
rating the two subtrees, and the whole subpath Π spanned by the subtree rooted at pi. Let pi store
a “lazy” value ∆(pi) that must be added to the weights of all edges in the subtree, as well as w(epi)
and mpi := mine∈Πw(e). These values can easily be maintained as the tree is rebalanced.
To find pi(v) we first find the path to the root of the path representation tree containing v′, then
we “push down” all the ∆ values along the path, such that each node pi along this path knows the
actual values of w(epi) and mpi.
Given these values it is easy to find pi(v) and to find the first zero-weight edge towards the root.
To find the first zero-weight light edge towards the root, we simulate the algorithm from [24].
This costs an extra log factor, because instead of storing all the weights, we calculate weights
spending O(log n) time per weight.
As the path decomposition (and the tree changes), we will use the following internal operations
to update the path representations of each solid path:
join-path(pi(v)): Where v is a dashed child with no solid siblings. This operation is called when
the edge (v, p(v)) changes from dashed to solid. Join the path representation trees Πv and
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Πp containing pi(v) and pi(p(v)) into a single tree by adding a new internal node representing
a weight 0 path-edge between an end of Πv and an end of Πp, and rebalancing as needed.
Note that while each tree contains a node that corresponds to (v, p(v)), this node is unlikely
to be at the end of the path. Rather than deleting it or rearranging the tree to move the node
to an end of the path (which would make undo tricky), we simply choose one of the ends for
each path that is connected via nonzero-weight edges to this node. Since a nonzero-weight
edge is interpreted as a contraction, this ensures that all the zero-weight edges still form the
correct path.
split-path(v): Where v is a solid child. This operation is called when the edge (v, p(v)) changes
from solid to dashed. Let a be the node on the solid path containing v that is closest to
the root. Split the path representation tree Πv containing pi(v) into two by finding the first
zero-weight edge on the path from pi(v) to pi(a) in Πv and deleting it.
These join- and split-operations can be supported in a time bounded by the time stated in
Lemma 52
Observation 53. Join-path and split-path can be supported in O(log2 n) time, and contract can be
supported in O(log n) time.
We are now ready to formally define the insert and undo insert operations:
insert(r;x, y): In the SPQR-tree rooted in r withm(x, y) exposed, update the SPQR-tree reflecting
that the edge (x, y) is inserted.
uninsert(r;x, y): In the SPQR-tree rooted in r with r exposed and (x, y) ∈ Γ(r), update the
SPQR-tree reflecting that the edge (x, y) is removed.
Lemma 54. Given vertices x, y ∈ V [G] and a u-exposed pre-split SPQR tree Tr where r · · ·u =
m(x, y), restoring the invariants during an insert(Tr;x, y) takes at most O(1) splits and merges.
While undoing the insert in the resulting tree T with an uninsert(T ; (x, y)), restoring the invariants
takes the same number of splits and merges.
Proof. If x ∈ B(r) \ B(u) and y ∈ B(u) \ B(r), then the insert consist of a select(r, {x}), a
select(u, {y}), and a contract-path(r). By Lemma 44, each select costs at most one split, and
then the contract-path does not violate any of the invariants.
If r = u is an S node, then the insert starts by a select(r, {x, y}). Restoring the invariants then
costs at most one split, which turns r into a kind of pseudo-S node with only two children. This
node is then converted to a pseudo-P node (which doesn’t violate any of the invariants), and the
edge (x, y) is added to Γ(r) turning it into a real P node.
If r · · ·u consists of a single edge (r, u) with B((r, u)) = {x, y}, this edge is first subdivided by
adding a new pseudo-P node c between r and u (which doesn’t violate any of the invariants), and
then, the edge (x, y) is added to Γ(c), turning it into a real P node.
If r = u is a real R node and Γ(r) already contains an edge (x, y), then a new pseudo-P root
r′ is added containing (x, y), and the new duplicate (x, y) edge is added to Γ(r′) turning it into a
real P node.
Finally, if r = u is an R node that does not contain an (x, y) edge, or a P node, (x, y) is simply
added to Γ(r).
Thus in all cases, the number of merges and splits is at most 2.
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4.6 Incremental SPQR-trees of biconnected graphs
In conclusion, this section has presented a data structure for updating an implicit representation
of the SPQR-tree of a biconnected graph subject to edge insertion and undo edge insertion.
Each update gives rise to O(log n) changes in the implicit representation of the SPQR-tree, and
the update is supported in O(log2 n) time.
This structure may be used to answer triconnectivity of an incremental biconnected graph:
Proof of Theorem 4 for biconnected graphs. Let all vertices have weight 1, and build the implicit
representation of the SPQR-tree. Upon query, given vertices a, b of the graph, find their critical
path m(a, b). If m(a, b) is a single R or P node, the answer is yes, otherwise, the answer is no.
Since the time for finding m(x, y) is O(log n) and insertions are handled in O(log2 n) time, the
data structure has an update time of O(log2 n) and a query time of O(log n).
5 Dynamic BC trees
In the previous section, we gave an incremental algorithm for maintaining the SPQR-tree of a
biconnected graph. Similarly, we here present an algorithm for maintaining the BC-tree of a
connected component. Many of the challenges for SPQR-trees appear in a simpler form for BC-
trees, and we address them in as similar a way as we can: To accommodate edge-insertions, we
maintain a path decomposition, where we precontract solid paths, and ensure certain node types
have been pre-split accordingly.
The main technical difference is that while the solid path contractions in SPQR-trees would
approximately correspond to inserted edges, here, in the BC-tree, we actually insert struts (see
Section 5.6) that are dummy edges covering each heavy path, such that the union Gs of our graph
G and the struts has a BC-tree of height O(log n) corresponding only to the light edges.
Now, for each block of Gs, we maintain its SPQR-tree. These SPQR-trees will have the elegant
property that they are rooted in the S-node containing the strut, and that each edge from the
root separates a block in G via its two cutvertex neighbours on the solid path. Maintaining these
struts leads to a different flavour of algorithmic challenge: Namely, now any change in the path
decomposition in the BC-tree is reflected as a change of struts which will lead to links, cuts, and
local changes in SPQR-trees.
We show (in Section 5.4) how to accommodate the changes in the SPQR-tree driven by the
changes in the BC-tree simply by putting together some of the atomic operations such as split,
link, cut, and contract, that already are supported by the structure.
5.1 Strict and relaxed BC trees
Definition 55. Let x be a vertex in a connected loopless multigraph G. Then x is an articulation
point if G− {x} is not connected.
Definition 56. A (strict) BC-tree for a connected loopless multigraph G = (V,E) with at least 1
edge is a tree with nodes labelled B and C, where each node v has an associated skeleton graph
Γ(v) with the following properties:
• For every node v in the BC-tree, V (Γ(v)) ⊆ V .
• For every edge e ∈ E there is a unique node v = b(e) in the BC-tree such that e ∈ E(Γ(v)).
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• For every edge (u, v) in the BC-tree, V (Γ(u)) ∩ V (Γ(v)) 6= ∅ and either u or v is a C node.
• If v is a B node, Γ(v) is either a single edge or a biconnected graph.
• If v is a C node, Γ(v) consists of a single vertex, which is an articulation point in G.
• No two B nodes are neighbors.
• No two C nodes are neighbors.
The BC-tree for a connected graph is unique. The (skeleton graphs associated with) the B
nodes are sometimes referred to as G’s biconnected components.
In this paper, we use the term relaxed BC tree to denote a tree that satisfies all but the last
condition. Unlike the strict BC tree, the relaxed BC tree is not unique.
5.2 Changes during insert
When inserting edge (x, y), the change to the BC tree happens along the critical path m(x, y)
defined as:
• If no node contains both x and y, then m(x, y) is the unique shortest path u · · · v in the BC
tree such that u contains (or is) x and v contains (or is) y.
• Otherwise exactly one node u contains both x and y, and m(x, y) is the path consisting of
that node.
Note that the path is considererd to be undirected, so m(x, y) = m(y, x). Note also that in each
case, both ends of m(x, y) are B-nodes. This notion of a critical path is implicit in [22].
The actual change caused by inserting (x, y) consists of first splitting each C node u of degree
d(u) ≥ 3 that is internal to m(x, y) into a pair of adjacent nodes up, uc where
• up inherits the neighbors of u that are on the path, so d(up) = 3.
• uc inherits the remaining neighbors of u, so d(uc) = d(u)− 1.
After the splits, the modified path is contracted into a single B node.
Observe that given x and y, we may determine their critical path m(x, y) in O(log n) time.
5.3 Heavy paths in an unweighted BC tree
We want to use a version of our biased dynamic trees to represent our BC trees. For this, we could
use the scheme defined in Section 3.3, but since our underlying graph is unweighted, we can use a
simpler way of assigning weights.
We will be working with relaxed BC trees where each C node has at most one C node among its
neighbors. For each vertex x ∈ V (G) in such a BC tree let b(x) be either the (unique, if it exists)
C node u furthest from the root such that x ∈ B(u), and if no such node exists b(x) is the unique
B node u such that x ∈ B(u). Then, just as in Section 3.3 we can define
b−1(v) := {x ∈ B(v) | b(x) = v}
w(v) :=
∑
x∈b−1(v)
w(x) = |b−1(v)|
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The resulting weights are 3-positive because in every path consisting of 3 nodes of degree 2,
at least one is a C node of positive weight. Thus we can use these weights to define our heavy
path decomposition of a relaxed BC tree. Furthermore, if we ensure that every edge in the BC
tree where both endpoints are C nodes is dashed, then the weights are not changed by a reverse(r)
operation, so we can maintain these weights explicitly.
5.4 SPQR tree changes caused by BC tree changes
The changes in the path decomposition in the BC-tree gives rise to changes in the SPQR-trees.
Namely, each solid path in the BC-tree is precontracted by the insertion of a strut, and is thus
represented as SPQR-tree rooted in an S-node with all SPQR-trees of the blocks along the solid
path as children. When an edge in the BC-tree changes status from solid to dashed, the artificial
S-node containing its strut gets split into three nodes; we call this the sever operation. Its opposite,
for when a dashed edge becomes solid, we call meld (see Figure 9). Meld can be implemented in
two steps by performing two links followed by a contraction in case S-nodes were linked. Reversely,
sever can be implemented using split and cut.
S S
S
meld
link
cut
merge
split
sever
Figure 9: The meld and sever operations.
Recall that the BC-tree is bipartite, thus, an edge that changes status between solid and dashed
is incident to a block. It is the neighbours of this block along the solid path that toggle their status
of being endpoints of struts.
Stated in the language of Section 4.2, if the heavy BC-path that has the strut (c, d) is severed
in the block whose neighbours on the heavy paths are a and b, its SPQR-tree is updated as follows:
• The S node at its root is split into at most 3 pieces with respect to the edges (c, d) and (a, b).
• The edges connecting these at most 3 resulting S nodes are cut.
• The S node x with the ≤ 4-cycle containing both (a, b) and (c, d) is now the root of a tree
and has only one child y. The edge (x, y) is cut, and y becomes the root of its tree.
Meld is simply the opposite operation. Let a and b denote the cutvertices that are neighbours
of the block m incident to the edge that changes status from dashed to solid. Let (c, d) be the
endpoints of the resulting strut. Let T1 and T2 denote the SPQR-trees of the heavy paths to be
melded, and denote by Tm the SPQR-tree over m.
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• Construct an S node x consisting of a ≤ 4-cycle a, c, d, b, and link x to the root of Tm via the
edge (a, b).
• Link x to T1 and T2 via the edges (a, c) and (b, d), respectively.
• Contract the edges (a, c) and (b, d).
In the descriptions above, we did not fully address the case where a = c or b = d, however,
either of these would correspond to x being a 3-cycle, and thus, only differ in that one link and one
contract operation, or one split and one cut operation, is omitted.
Formally, we define two new operations
meld(T1, . . . , Tk;x0, . . . , xk): Where each Ti is a proper heavy path decomposition of a SPQR tree
with root ri such that (xi−1, xi) is a non-virtual edge in Γ(ri).
Combine the trees into a single new tree as follows: First construct an S node r where Γ(r) is
the cycle x0 · · ·xk. This node by itself is an r-exposed SPQR tree. Then use link-exposed(ri, r)
to link each Ti to r. Finally call conceil(r) to make it a proper heavy path decomposed SPQR
tree.
sever(T ;x0, . . . , xk): Where T is a proper heavy path decomposition of a SPQR tree whose root
r is an S node containing x0, . . . , xk in that order along the cycle.
Split the tree into k smaller trees as follows: First call expose(r). Then for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}
call select(r, {xi−1, xi}), letting ri be the new child that this creates, and then call cut-
exposed(ri). Finally, destroy the (now isolated) node r.
Lemma 57. Given vertices x0, . . . , xk ∈ V [G] and proper pre-split SPQR trees T1, . . . , Tk, main-
taining the pre-split invariants during meld(T1, . . . , Tk;x0, . . . , xk) takes at most 3 + k splits and
merges.
Proof. By Lemma 47, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k} the violations caused by link-exposed(ri, r) are repaired
using at most one merge or split. In total, at most k splits or merges suffice to restore the invariants
before the final conceil. Since r is the root, `(r) = 0 and so by Lemma 46 fixing the invariants
during the conceil(r) takes at most 3 merge and split operations.
Lemma 58. Given a proper pre-split SPQR tree Tr and vertices x0, . . . , xk ∈ B(r), maintaining
the pre-split invariants during a sever(Tr;x0, . . . , xk) takes at most 3 + k splits and merges.
Proof. Since r is the root, `(r) = 0 and so by Lemma 46 fixing the invariants during the expose(r)
takes at most 3 merge and split operations. By Lemma 44, restoring the invariants after each
select(ri, {xi−1, xi}) costs at most one split. Note that if this is necessary, the corresponding ri in
the subsequent cut-exposed(ri) is a secondary node. By Lemma 48, for each ri the violations caused
by cut-exposed(ri) are repaired by at most one merge or split if ri is a primary node, and None
otherwise. Thus for each pair of a select(ri, {xi−1, xi}) and a cut-exposed(ri) the cost of restoring
the invariants is at most 1 merge or split.
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5.5 Pre-splitting
C
B0 B1 B2
−→
C
C
B1 B0 B2
Figure 10: Pre-splitting a C node creates a primary and at most 1 secondary child node. The
primary inherits the solid child, the secondary inherits the remaining children and chooses its
heaviest child as solid.
Since inserting an edge naively would require O(n) vertex splits, we instead use a variation of the
pre-splitting ideas from Section 4.4 to maintain a pre-split BC-tree. In fact if we treat B nodes as
R nodes, and C nodes as P nodes, we can use almost exactly the same definitions and get the same
result.
Definition 59. A node v in a rooted relaxed BC tree is primary if either v is the root; or v is a
B node; or v is a C node whose parent is a B node. All other nodes are called secondary.
In any relaxed BC tree T there is a one-to-one correspondence between the primary nodes in
T and the nodes in the corresponding strict BC tree.
Definition 60. Define a node v in a BC tree to be splittable, if v is a C node with both a parent
and a solid child, and at least 2 primary children. All other nodes are unsplittable. In particular,
the root, the leaves, and the B nodes are unsplittable.
Definition 61. Define a node to be mergeable if it has a secondary child. All other nodes are
unmergeable.
In a strict BC tree many nodes may be splittable, but no node is mergeable. We will use the
following operations.
split(v): Where v is a splittable node. Replace the group of all the dashed children of v with a
single new dashed secondary child node c, inheriting the edges that it replaces. If c has a
heavy child h, make (h, c) solid.
merge(v): Where v is a mergeable node. For each secondary child c: if (c, v) is dashed and c has
a solid child c2, make (c2, c) dashed; then contract edge (c, v).
Lemma 62. If we start with a heavy path decomposition of a strict BC tree, and only split or merge
primary nodes, the following innvariants hold:
I’-1. No node is both splittable and mergeable.
I’-2. Each secondary node has at least 2 children, and is a dashed child of a primary node which
has both a parent and a solid child.
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Furthermore, any heavy path decomposition of a relaxed BC tree where these inveriants hold can
be constructed from the corresponding strict BC tree by splitting a unique subset of the splittable
primary nodes in any order.
Proof. Completely analoguous to Lemma 36.
Definition 63. Define the solid degree of a node v to be the number solid edges incident to v.
Define an edge (c, p(c)) to be stable if it is dashed and either
• p(c) is a B node; or
• p(c) is a C node with solid degree 2 and c has no dashed siblings.
All other dashed edges are unstable. In particular, every dashed child edge of a C node that is at
the end of a solid path is unstable, as are all child edges of a splittable node that would get moved
during a split.
Observation 64. If the edge (c, p(c)) is stable, then contracting the solid path containing p(c) into
a B node during an edge insertion does not change this.
Lemma 65. If splitting or merging the node p does not give its dashed child c a new parent, the
(c, p) is unstable after the operation if and only if it was unstable before the operation.
Proof. Completely analoguous to Lemma 39.
Lemma 66. If splitting the node p gives its dashed child c a new parent v, then (c, p) was unstable
before the split, (c, v) is either solid or unstable after the split, and Γ(v) has at least 3 edges.
Proof. Completely analoguous to Lemma 40.
Lemma 67. If merging node p contracts the dashed edge (v, p) where v has a child c and at least
2 children, then (c, v) was solid or unstable before the merge, and (c, p) is unstable after the merge.
Proof. Completely analoguous to Lemma 41.
Thus, if the edge (c, p(c)) is solid or unstable then after a split or merge that changes p(c), the
new parent edge of c is still either solid or unstable (but not necessarily the same one as before).
Given these properties we can now state
Lemma 68. Given a u-exposed (or proper) heavy path decomposition of a strict BC tree T with
root r, there is a unique corresponding relaxed BC tree T ′ that satisfies the inveriants of Lemma 62
as well as the following:
I’-3. The root, and each primary node with a solid or unstable parent edge is not splittable.
I’-4. A primary node with a stable parent edge is not mergeable.
We call T ′ the pre-split BC tree corresponding to T .
Proof. Completely analoguous to Lemma 68.
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Lemma 69. In the pre-split BC tree, if c and p = p(c) are both primary, then changing edge (c, p)
from solid to dashed or vice versa may violate the invariants at p or c or at most 3 of their children,
but nowhere else. The invariants can be restored by at most 3 split or merge operations.
Proof. Completely analoguous to Lemma 69.
Just like for pre-split SPQR trees, to handle expose(u) of a primary node u in a proper heavy
path decomposition of the pre-split BC tree with root r, or conceil(r) in a u-exposed heavy path
decomposition of the pre-split BC tree with root r and primary node u, we need to slightly change
the implementation of splice(v) and slice(v) as follows:
splice(v): Where v is a primary node that is a dashed light child. If p(v) is a secondary node, let
p = p(p(v)), else let p = p(v). Now p is a primary node. If p has a solid child then make it
dashed and do the necessary splits and merges to restore the invariants. Now p is the parent
of v and (v, p) is dashed. Make (v, p) solid, and do the necesary splits and merges to restore
the invariants.
slice(v): Where v is a primary node that is a solid light child. Let p = p(v), then p is primary
and (v, p) is solid. Make (v, p) dashed and do the necessary splits and merges to restore the
invariants. Now p has no solid children. If p has a heavy child h, make (h, p) solid and do the
necessary splits and merges to restore the invariants.
Lemma 70. An expose(u) where u is a primary node in a proper heavy path decomposition of the
pre-split BC tree with root r, or a conceil(r) in a u-exposed heavy path decomposition of the pre-split
SPQR tree with root r each costs at most 6`(u) + 3 splits or merges, in addition to the at most
2`(u) + 1 edges changing from solid to dashed or vice versa, where `(u) is the light depth of u in
the corresponding strict SPQR tree.
Proof. Completely analoguous to Lemma 46.
Lemma 71. Given a proper pre-split BC tree Tv, and an u-exposed pre-split BC tree Tr, where x
is a vertex edge in both Γ(v) and Γ(u), restoring the invariants after a link-exposed(v, u) takes at
most one split or merge operation.
Proof. Completely analoguous to Lemma 47.
Lemma 72. Given a u-exposed pre-split BC tree Tr and a child v of u, restoring the invariants
after a cut-exposed(v) takes at most one merge operation if v is a primary node, and no violations
of the invariants occur otherwise.
Proof. Completely analoguous to Lemma 48.
Lemma 73. In the pre-split BC tree with root r, reverse(r) does not violate any of the invariants.
Proof. Completely analoguous to Lemma 49.
Combining the previous Lemmas whose proofs were all completely analogous to the correspond-
ing proofs for SPQR-trees, we now obtain a Theorem completely analogous to Theorem 50 for SPQR
trees:
Theorem 74. The number of splits and merges needed to maintain a pre-split BC tree under expose,
conceil, reverse, link-exposed, and cut-exposed is proportional to the number of edges changing from
solid to dashed or vice versa during the same operation in the strict BC-tree.
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5.6 Pre-contract
Given a path decomposition with an appropriate pre-splitting of the affected vertices, we precontract
heavy paths simply by adding struts that cover them. Most aspects of maintaining this path
decomposition dynamically under insert and undo insert is completely analogous to the SPQR-
case. However, the difference lies in how changes in the path decomposition drive changes in the
SPQR-forest as described in Section 5.4.
Let us first describe exactly which struts are inserted because of the BC-tree. Consider a heavy
path. For each endpoint of the path, we choose a representing vertex. If either endpoint is an
articulation point, it will be representing itself. If the root-nearest node is a B-node and has a
dashed parent p, it will be represented by p. If the root-furthest node is a B-node and has children,
it will be represented by its heaviest child. Finally, in all remaining cases, the B-node chooses any
arbitrary vertex different from its neighbour along the heavy path.
To implement that a solid edge turns dashed, there are two cases. In case its root-nearest node
is a block, one first performs a sever operation freeing the involved block, and then performs a meld
ensuring that the heaviest child of the block is endpoint of the strut. In case its root-nearest node
is an articulation point, this articulation point becomes the endpoint of both new struts.
Note that with the rule in place saying that we always choose the heaviest child cutvertex in
place, we are always able to pay the cost of expose.
5.7 Incremental BC/SPQR-trees and triconnectivity in O(log3 n) insertion time
We now have a structure for maintaining the BC- and SPQR trees of an incremental graph, and
answering triconnectivity queries:
Proof of Theorem 4. Maintain the pre-contracted path decomposed BC-tree, and the SPQR-trees
over its (pre-contracted) blocks. Let a, b be the vertices of the graph that a query specifies. First,
we find m(a, b) in the BC-tree. If m(a, b) is not a single (precontracted) block, the answer is no.
Otherwise, we maintain the SPQR-tree of the precontracted block. In the SPQR-tree, we can find
the critical path m(a, b), and if this is an R-node or P-node that is not the child of the root, the
answer is yes. If it is not an R- or P-node, the answer is no. Finally, if it is an R- or P-node that is
a child of the root, perform a sever operation, possibly leading to an un-contract path, and answer
the question within the block.
6 Embeddings of biconnected planar graphs
In this section we show how we can use the dynamic SPQR trees to control the embedding of a
biconnected graph under edge insertions with backtracking. First, we define an abstract scheme
for describing an embedding, given a relaxed SPQR tree. The crucial part of this description is the
definition of certain flip-bits, where toggling a flip-bit corresponds to performing a separation-flip in
the embedded graph (see Section 6.1). We go on to define good embeddings as those where almost
all flip-bits on the heavy paths are set in a way that is favourable of an edge insertion covering it (see
Section 6.2). As an example of a good embedding, we give the canonical embedding (Section 6.4),
by making arbitrary but consistent choices whenever the embedding is not uniquely determined by
our definition of good embeddings.
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As a consequence, we obtain an algorithm for incremental planarity testing of a biconnected
graph with worst-case polylog update time (see Section 7.5).
6.1 Specifying an embedding in an SPQR tree
Given a biconnected planar graph G = (V,E), and any relaxed SPQR tree for it, we can define a
unique embedding of G by choosing:
• A root for the SPQR tree.
• A flip bit for each SPQR edge.
• A local embedding of Γ(v) for each SPQR node v. Note: For S, P , and R nodes, respectively,
the number of choices are 1, (d(v)− 1)!, and 2.
Given these choices, we can now construct a unique embedding of G. For each node v in the
SPQR tree, define Gv as the subgraph of G induced by the vertices in Tv, possibly together with
a virtual edge representing the rest of the graph. Thus Gr = G. In bottom-up order, construct
φ(Gv) from the embeddings φ(Gc1), . . . , φ(Gck) of its children as follows:
• If v is a leaf, φ(Gv) is just the local embedding of Γ(v).
• Otherwise, take each child ci, construct φ(Gci) recursively, flip it if the flip-bit for (v, ci) is set,
and choose an outer face that contains the virtual edge corresponding to (v, ci), and delete
that virtual edge to get a plane graph Ci. Note that we get the same graph no matter which
of the two faces adjacent to the virtual edge we picked as outer face, since they get merged
anyway when the edge is deleted. Then take the local embedding of Γ(v) and replace each
virtual edge corresponding to a child edge (v, ci) with the corresponding Ci.
Note that not all combinations of these give distinct embeddings, e.g.:
• Changing the root either does nothing or flips the whole embedding.
• For an S-node v, changing all the incident flip-bits flips the whole embedding if v is the root,
and gives exactly the same embedding otherwise
• For a P -node or R-node, changing all the incident flip-bits and flipping the local embedding
of Γ(v) flips the whole embedding if v is the root, and gives exactly the same embedding
otherwise.
This way of specifying an embedding has the nice property that toggling a flip bit or moving a
single edge to a new position in the local embedding of a P node each correspond to a separation
flip in the corresponding embedding G. Thus, if we can bound the number of these changes during
an edge insertion, we bound the number of separation flips.
6.2 Good embeddings
For a biconnected planar graph G = (V,E), we will define our class of good embeddings Emb?(G)
based on the family of pre-split SPQR trees for G, by restricting the values of the flip-bits for (a
subset of) the solid edges. The canonical embedding is then defined by uniquely specifying the
local embedding of each P node and all the remaining flip-bits.
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Let x, y ∈ V be distinct vertices in the biconnected planar graph G = (V,E). Let T be the
unique pre-split SPQR tree for G that is u-exposed and has root r such that m(x, y) = r · · ·u, and
where for v ∈ {r, u}, if v is an S node, then s(v) = B(v) ∩ {x, y}.
We will define a set Emb?(G;x, y) of good embeddings of G by defining flip-bits for (most of)
the solid edges in T . Then define
Emb?(G) :=
⋃
x,y∈V
Emb?(G;x, y)
Our goal is to define Emb?(G;x, y) such that if G∪ (x, y) is planar then any H ∈ Emb?(G;x, y)
admits inserting (x, y). Or in other words:
Lemma 75. For any biconnected planar graph G with n vertices, and any edge (x, y) ∈ G:
dist(Emb?(G− (x, y);x, y),Emb?(G;x, y)) ∈ O(1).
By additionally making the flip-bits for each solid edge depend only on its closest few neighbors
on the solid path, we then immediately get:
Lemma 76. For any biconnected planar graph G with n vertices, and any two pairs of distinct
vertices x1, y1 and x2, y2: dist(Emb
?(G;x1, y1),Emb
?(G;x2, y2)) ∈ O(log n).
And combining Lemma 75 and 76 then gives:
Theorem 77. For any biconnected planar graph G with n vertices, and any edge e ∈ G: dist(Emb?(G−
e),Emb?(G)) ∈ O(log n)
Proof. Let e = (x, y). Then by the triangle inequality
dist(Emb?(G− e),Emb?(G)) ≤ dist(Emb?(G− e),Emb?(G− e;x, y))
+ dist(Emb?(G− e;x, y),Emb?(G;x, y))
+ dist(Emb?(G;x, y),Emb?(G))
By Lemma 76 the first and last of these terms is O(log n) and by Lemma 75 the middle term is
O(1).
Let T be a pre-split SPQR tree that is u-exposed and has root r where r · · ·u = m(x, y).
Definition 78. For each solid path M in T , define the relevant part of M as the maximal subpath
Mr of M that does not end in a P -node. If M consists only of a P -node, Mr is the empty path.
For any (nonempty) path H, let Γ(H) denote the graph “glued” from the skeleton graphs on H.
We will define flip-bits for Mr by defining a unique embedding for Γ(Mr) and letting the flip-bits
be exactly the ones required to describe that embedding.
Definition 79. For each R node that is internal to a solid path, we say that it is happy if the two
virtual edges corresponding to the path are in the same face (note that this will be the same in all
embeddings), and cross otherwise. All other nodes are happy if they are internal to a solid path,
and cross if they are isolated or at the end of a solid path.
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Definition 80. Define a run on the relevant part of a solid path as any maximal subpath with at
least one edge and no internal cross nodes. Note that a run can not end in a P -node. For every
run A = v1 . . . v2 , define the strut
5 r(A) as the edge r(A) := (r(A, v1), r(A, v2)), where r(A, vi)
is the vertex with smallest id that is in the same face in φ(Γ(vi)) as the virtual edge evi incident
to vi on A, but is not an endpoint of evi . As a special case, if A = m(x, y) then treat x and y as
having −∞ in this comparison. Thus if G ∪ (x, y) is planar and m(x, y) is not a single P -node,
r(m(x, y)) = (x, y).
Definition 81. Now consider the graph Γ′(Mr) obtained from Γ(Mr) by adding r(A1), . . . , r(Ak)
where A1, . . . , Ak are the runs comprising Mr. This graph is a subdivision of a planar triconnected
graph and thus has exactly two planar embeddings, that are mirror images of each other. Choose
one of these embeddings to be φ(Γ′(Mr)), and define φ(Γ(Mr)) to be the corresponding embedding
of Mr obtained by removing the struts from φ(Γ
′(Mr)). In particular, if G ∪ (x, y) is planar and
m(x, y) is not a single P -node, the embedding of Γ(m(x, y)) must have x and y in the same face.
Call a P node on the relevant part of a solid path up-free (resp. down-free) if is incident to an
S-node containing the root-nearest (resp. root-furthest) endpoint of the strut.
Lemma 82. Let Mr be the relevant part of a solid path. Given φ(Γ(Mr)), and given local embed-
dings of all P - and R-nodes on Mr, there is a unique assignment of flip-bits to all internal edges
on Mr, such that for every internal S node or up-free P node v ∈Mr, the flip-bit of (v, p(v)) is 0,
and for every internal down-free P -node v ∈Mr with heavy child h(v), the flip-bit of (h(v), v) is 0.
Proof. For an edge between R-nodes on Mr, this is trivial, since every assignment of flip-bits to the
edge gives a different embedding, and only one of these is φ(Γ(Mr)). If v is an internal S node on
Mr, then (as observed above when we described how the flip-bits define an embedding) changing
the flip-bits of both edges incident to v together does not change the embedding. In particular, we
can always choose the flip-bit of (v, p(v)) to be zero.
If v is a P -node, then since the SPQR-tree is pre-split, v has degree exactly 3. Thus, there are
only two different circular orderings of its incident edges, both of which have its heavy edges as
neighbours. If v is not free, every setting of flip-bits would lead to a different embedding, and only
one of these is φ(Γ(Mr)). If v is a free P -node, then the flip-bit on the heavy edge connecting it to
an endpoint of the strut is irrelevant to the embedding, and can be chosen to be set to 0.
Definition 83. For any biconnected planar graph G = (V,E) and any x, y ∈ V , let Emb?(G;x, y) ⊆
Emb(G) be the class of embeddings of G corresponding to choosing arbitrary embeddings of P -
and R-nodes, setting the flip-bits of all internal edges of the relevant part of each solid path in the
pre-split SPQR tree that is u-exposed and has root r where r · · ·u = m(x, y) as in Lemma 82, and
letting all other flip-bits be arbitrary.
Lemma 84. Changing an edge from solid to dashed or vice versa, or doing a merge or split in the
pre-split SPQR tree, requires changes to at most O(1) flip-bits.
Proof. Only the flip-bits of edges that become internal edges on a relevant part of a solid path need
to change.
5From the dictionary definition of a strut : a rod or bar forming part of a framework and designed to resist
compression. “a supporting strut”.
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Changing an edge from dashed to solid, makes one or two edges (where two is in case the child
is a P -node) internal on a relevant part of a solid path. Vice versa, changing an edge from solid to
dashed affects at most two edges, however, their flip-bits are free and need not change.
Upon pre-splitting a P - or S-node into a parent p(xi) and at most two children x1 and possibly
x2, the edge that arises from the splitting is itself dashed, and each child xi gets a heavy child. In
case we pre-split a P -node, nothing happens, but in case for S-nodes, each xi gets a heavy child,
that is, one edge changes status from dashed to solid. As already argued, this can lead to at most
two edges becoming relevant. The case for merging is symmetric.
Lemma 85. Reversing the solid root path requires no flips.
Proof. Although many flipbits on internal edges of the solid root path may have to change in order
for it to live up to the convention in Lemma 82, these changes in flipbits do not lead to a change
in the embedding, but only reflect a different way of describing the same embedding.
Proof of Lemma 75. By Definition 81 φ(Γ(m(x, y))) and hence any embedding H ∈ Emb?(G −
(x, y);x, y) admits adding (x, y). By Lemma 54 the insert(T ; (x, y)) changes only a constant number
of edges, and hence by Lemma 84 at most a constant number of flip-bits need to be changed.
Proof of Lemma 76. By Lemma 31, the number of edge changes when transforming the pre-split
SPQR tree is O
(
1 + log w(T )w(x1) + log
w(T )
w(y1)
+ log w(T )w(x2) + log
w(T )
w(y2)
)
, and by Lemma 84 this is also the
number of flip-bits that need to be changed.
6.3 Flip parity
The embeddings we construct are recursively “glued” together from embeddings of smaller graphs,
by replacing a virtual edge e with an embedded subgraph Ce. Each time we do this, we have a
choice of flipping the subgraph Ce first. We want to make this choice consistently over time, even
as parts of the graph G containing e changes. In particular, whenever possible, we want that if the
local subgraph of G surrounding e gets flipped, the choice of whether to flip Ce before gluing is
reversed. We can formalize this by introducing the concept of a flip-parity bit for each edge e in G.
Given a graph G, we uniquely partition the edges into local paths, defined as the subsets of
edges, such that any pair of edges with a common end vertex of degree 2 in G are in the same set.
Two distinct local paths H1 and H2 are neighbors, if there exists edges e1 ∈ H1 and e2 ∈ H2 such
that e1 and e2 are adjacent in the cyclic order around some common vertex.
A flip-parity function is a function which for every plane embedded multigraph G and every
edge e ∈ G assigns a value flip-parity(G, e) ∈ {0, 1} such that:
• If G is connected and G′ 6= G is the mirror embedding of G, then for every edge e ∈ G′,
flip-parity(G′, e) = 1− flip-parity(G, e).
That is, flipping a connected graph with at least one vertex of degree ≥ 3 toggles the flip
parity of every edge.
• If G′ is a connected component of G, then for every edge e ∈ G′, flip-parity(G′, e) =
flip-parity(G, e).
That is, the flip parity is determined independently for each connected component.
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• If e1 and e2 are on the same local path in G, then flip-parity(G, e1) = flip-parity(G, e2).
That is, every edge on a local path has the same flip parity.
• If G = G′ \ e′ where G′ is a plane embedded multigraph, then for every edge e ∈ G, exept
edges on the local path of e′ in G′ and the at most 4 local paths that are its neighbors in G′,
flip-parity(G, e) = flip-parity(G′, e).
That is, deleting an edge only changes the flip-parity on its local path and its neighbors.
Observation 86. If the plane multigraphs G1 and G2 are joined into a new graph G
′ by identifying
the virtual edges e1 ∈ G1 and e2 ∈ G2, then for all edges e ∈ G′ with the exception of edges on at
most 8 local paths,
flip-parity(G′, e) =
{
flip-parity(G1, e) if e ∈ G1
flip-parity(G2, e) if e ∈ G2
Observation 87. If a separation flip in G flips a subgraph A to create a new graph G′, then for
all edges e ∈ G′ with the exception of edges on at most 8 local paths,
flip-parity(G′, e) =
{
1− flip-parity(G, e) if e ∈ A
flip-parity(G, e) otherwise
The point is that given such a function, we can use flip-parity(φ(Γ(M)), ec) as the flip-bit for a
dashed child of a node c on M corresponding to the virtual edge ec in Γ(M).
To show that flip-parity functions do exist, we here give an example of one possible definition
of a flip-parity function:
flip-parity(G, e) :=
{
0 if C is a single local path or id(e−) < id(e+)
1 otherwise
where
C = the connected component of G containing e
C ′ = C with each local path replaced by a single directed edge whose
id is the minimal edge id on the path, and whose direction is such
that its tail has degree ≥ 3. If both endpoints have degree 3, the
direction is such that the vertex-ids on the minimal-id edge are
in increasing order.
e′ = the edge in C ′ corresponding to e’s local path
e− = the clockwise predecessor of e′ around its tail in C ′
e+ = the clockwise successor of e′ around its tail in C ′
Lemma 88. This definition of flip-parity(G, e) satisfies the requirements.
Proof. If G is connected and G′ 6= G is the mirror embedding of G, then C = G has at least one
vertex of degree ≥ 3, so C is not a single local path. By definition, e− and e+ will then be neighbors
around a node of degree ≥ 3 in C ′, and since all ids are distinct, they will have distinct ids, and so
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flip-parity(G, e) = 1− flip-parity(G′, e). By definition, the flip-parity is determined independently
for each component. Also by definition, every edge on the same local path has the same flip-partity.
If an edge is deleted, the local path e′ that contained it breaks. For each edge on the fragments,
the flip-parity is unchanged. For each end vertex v of the local path e′, the edges on the local paths
that are the clockwise and counterclockwise neighbors of e′ may change because the fragment of
e′ attached to v disappears or changes its id. There are at most 4 such local paths, and no other
local paths are affected.
6.4 The canonical embedding for biconnected graphs
We have already defined a set of good embeddings of a graph (see Section 6.2). However, it has
many degrees of freedom, in particular for all P -nodes, and all dashed edges. In order to define a
canonical embedding, we now proceed to assign these in some consistent manner.
We will use a slightly modified version of the technique from Section 6.1 to assign a unique
embedding φ(G;x, y) to every biconnected planar graph G = (V,E) and every pair of vertices
x, y ∈ V .
For each node v in the pre-split SPQR tree, select the local embedding of Γ(v) as follows:
• For each S node the embedding is the only thing it can be.
• For each P node, let e1, . . . , ek be its edges, ordered by increasing id(ei), where the id of
a virtual edge corresponding to the parent is counted as −∞, and the id of a virtual edge
corresponding to a child c is mine∈Tc id(e).
Choose the local embedding such that the clockwise cyclic order around min Γ(v) is c1, . . . , ck.
• For each R node, choose one of the two possible choices in any arbitrary but deterministic
way, depending only on Γ(v).
Define the compressed SPQR tree as the tree obtained from the pre-split SPQR tree by con-
tracting the relevant part Mr of each solid path M (with at least 2 nodes) into a single node.
For each node v in the compressed tree, select the local embedding of Γ(v) as follows:
• If the node corresponds to a single node in the pre-split tree, the local embedding is unchanged.
• If the node corresponds to the relevant part Mr of a solid path M , the local embedding
φ(Γ(v)) is defined as φ(Γ(Mr)) from Definition 81.
For any edge (p, c) in the compressed tree, corresponding to virtual edges ec ∈ Γ(p) and ep ∈ Γ(c)
we can now define
flip-bit(p, c) := flip-parity(φ(Γ(p)), ec)⊕ flip-parity(φ(Γ(c)), ep)
The point of this definition is that this guarantees that
flip-parity(φ(Γ(p)), ec) = flip-bit(p, c)⊕ flip-parity(φ(Γ(c)), ep)
thereby forcing (most of) the children to follow the embedding of the parent even as that graph
changes.
Finally define φ(G;x, y) using the simple recursive definition on the compressed tree.
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Lemma 89. Pre-splitting a P node causes O(1) flips.
Proof. Before the P -node is split into a node x and its parent p(x) such that p(x) has degree 3,
a slide flip may be needed to ensure that the edges that become incident to p(x) are neighbours.
After the split, x may obtain at most one solid child, which does not cause a change in flip-bits.
The ordering of the children of x is unchanged, as their ids are unchanged. Thus, this operation
corresponds in total to at most one slide flip. Such a slide flip may change the flip-parity of up to
4 edges in Γ(M) where M is the solid path containing the node that was split.
Lemma 90. Pre-splitting an S node at the end of a solid path causes O(1) flips.
Proof. Assume we split the S-node into nodes s1, possibly s2, and p(si). Then, each si obtains
at most one solid child, and we may have to toggle the flipbit on that one solid edge. Since it is
neighbour to an S-node, this solid child can either be a P -node, or an R-node. If the solid child
is an R-node, we may have to change the flip-bit on the edge between them. If the solid child is a
P -node, then we could be in the case where a P -node becomes internal on the relevant part of a
path, and we must change the flip-bit on its other solid edge. Since the at most 2 nodes denoted
by si cause at most 2 flips each, and since no flips are incurred by p(si), the operation leads to a
total of 4 flips. Each of these flips lead to only O(1) changes in flip-parity.
Note that it was important that we had invariantly pre-split any P-node with a solid child (and
non-P parent), for the cascade to stop here.
Lemma 91. Splicing two solid paths by making a dashed edge solid causes O(1) flips.
Proof. Note first that joining two heavy paths forms a new contracted node v′ = contract(v, p(v)),
whose smallest element-label may be smaller than that of p(v). If the parent of v′ is a P -node, we
may thus see a change in the ordering of its edges.
The splice may itself change a flip-bit, causing one flip itself, and at most 8 flips due to Obser-
vation 87.
When the affected edge is between R-nodes, no pre-splitting is necessary.
When the affected edge involves an S-node, then pre-splitting the S-node (see Lemma 90) may
lead to a change in O(1) flip-bits.
When the affected edge involves a P -node, then possibly pre-splitting a P -node (see Lemma 89)
may lead to O(1) flip, and solidifying a dashed edge may increase the number of relevant edges by
2, both of which may change flip-bit, incurring O(1) flips.
Lemma 92. Reversing the solid root path causes O(1) flips.
Proof. The reverse operation itself can lead to one reflect flip, reflecting the entire embedding.
Furthermore, if there are P -nodes in the end of the root path, each of these may lead to a slide flip,
due to the convention of treating the parent edge as having id = −∞. Each slide-flip may lead to
only O(1) further flips.
Lemma 93. When adding (x, y) to φ(Γ(m(x, y))) and contracting m(x, y), at most 4 dashed edges
change their flip-bits and cause flips.
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Proof. The only case where edges may change flip-bits is when one or both of x and y lie on an
S-node, in which case the edges between the S-node and its pre-split-children may change their bit
after a contraction. Since this happens in at most 2 places (both endpoints), an since there are at
most 2 pre-split children, this yields at most 4 changes in total.
Thus, by the above lemmas, and by symmetry, we may conclude the following:
Corollary 94. Each basic operation on the pre-split SPQR tree results in O(1) separation flips.
Proof of Theorem 8 for biconnected graphs. The canoncial embedding φ(G) defined here lives up
to the criteria.
7 Embeddings of general planar graphs
In this section, we generalise the definitions of flip bits, good embedding, and canonical embed-
ding, from biconnected graphs to connected components of a graph. We show how to endow the
BC-tree with information that specifies the embedding (Section 7.1), we define good embeddings
(Section 7.2), and we fix the canonical embedding by making arbitrary but consistent choices when
the good embeddings are ambiguous (Section 7.4).
7.1 Specifying an embedding in a BC tree
Given a connected planar graph G = (V,E), and any relaxed BC tree for it, we can specify an
embedding of G by choosing:
• A root for the BC tree.
• A flip-bit for each BC edge. Changing this flip-bit corresponds to flips of the reflect type.
• A local embedding φ(Γ(v)) ∈ Emb(Γ(v)) for each B node v in the BC tree.
• A local order of the children of each C node c.
• A glue corner6 in the graph φ(Γ(b)) for each BC tree edge (b, c) incident to a B node b. (We
need a glue corner for each side of every edge, but the remaining corners are given by the
local order at each C node). Changing this glue corner corresponds to flips of the slide type.
Given these choices, we can now construct a unique embedding of Γ(Tv) recursively for each BC
node v as follows:
• If v is a leaf, it must be a B node, and we just use the chosen local embedding φ(Γ(v)).
• If v is a non-leaf B node take each child ci, construct φ(Γ(Tci)) recursively, flip it if the flip-bit
for (v, ci) is set, and then attach it at the glue corner chosen for (v, ci).
• If v is a C node take each child ci, construct φ(Γ(Tci)) recursively, flip it if the flip-bit for
(v, ci) is set, and then join the glue corners chosen for (v, ci) in the order chosen for v. The
corner between the first edge of c0 and the last edge of cmax will be the glue corner by which
this graph is attached to its parent.
6For any embedded graph, the corner between a pair of consecutive edges corresponds to an edge of its medial
graph; see e.g. [14] for a definition.
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Note that not all possible embeddings of G can be described this way7, but we will restrict our
attention to those that can. Note also, that not all combinations of these choices give distinct
embeddings, e.g.:
• Changing the root either does nothing or flips the whole embedding.
• For each non-root B node v, if we change all the incident flip bits and flip the local embedding
of Γ(v) then we get exactly the same embedding of G.
• For each non-root C node v, if we change all the incident flip bits and reverse the local order
at v then we get exactly the same embedding of G.
7.2 Good embeddings
Let x, y ∈ V be distinct vertices in the connected planar graph G = (V,E). Let T be the unique
pre-split BC-tree for G that is u-exposed and has root r such that m(x, y) = r · · ·u.
We will define a set Emb?(G;x, y) of good embeddings of G by defining flip-bits for (most of)
the solid edges in T . Then define
Emb?(G) :=
⋃
x,y∈V
Emb?(G;x, y)
Given a solid path M with a strut (a, b) in a BC tree, we can define a subset of good embeddings
Emb+(Γ(M); a, b) for Γ(M) as follows:
• If GM = Γ(M) ∪ (a, b) is planar, then since GM is biconnected, Emb?(GH ; a, b) is defined in
Section 2 and we can just set
Emb+(Γ(H); a, b) := {A− (a, b) | A ∈ Emb?(GH ; a, b)}
• Otherwise, in the pre-split SPQR tree for GM , the path m(a, b) in the pre-split SPQR-tree
consists of a single S node r, and in each child ci the virtual edge (xi, yi) corresponding to
the parent edge has the property that if the corresponding subgraph Gi is not planar then
Gi − (xi, yi) is biconnected and planar. Thus for each Gi, if it is planar we can use any
embedding in Emb?(Gi) as the local embedding, otherwise we can start with any embedding
in Emb?(Gi − (xi, yi)) and add the virtual edge (xi, yi) at arbitrary corners around xi and yi
to get a local embedding. Finally, we can combine these local embeddings into an embedding
of Γ(M) as usual. The set of all embeddings of Γ(M) that can result from this process is then
Emb+(Γ(M); a, b).
Definition 95. Now for any connected planar graph G = (V,E), and vertices x, y ∈ V , we can
define Emb?(G;x, y) based on the u-exposed pre-split BC tree with root r, where r · · ·u = m(x, y),
as the set of all embeddings where for each solid path M with strut (x′, y′), the local embedding of
Γ(M) is in Emb+(Γ(M);x′, y′).
Lemma 96. For any planar graph G with n vertices, and any edge (x, y) ∈ G: dist(Emb?(G −
(x, y);x, y),Emb?(G;x, y)) = 1.
7E.g. most embeddings of the so-called friendship graph are excluded, but we retain exactly those embeddings
where every vertex is in the outer face.
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Proof. By definition Emb?(G − (x, y);x, y) and Emb?(G;x, y) are defined based on the same pre-
split BC tree, and (x, y) is already inserted as a strut. Converting the strut to a real edge does not
change anything else in the embedding, so the only change to the embedding needed when inserting
(x, y) is the actual insertion of the edge.
Lemma 97. For any planar graph G with n vertices, and any two pairs of distinct vertices x1, y1
and x2, y2: dist(Emb
?(G;x1, y1),Emb
?(G;x2, y2)) ∈ O(log n).
Proof. The minimal flip-distance is determined by the total number of edge changes when changing
from a pre-split BC tree that is u1-exposed with root r1 where r1 · · ·u1 = m(x1, y1) to one that is
u2-exposed with root r2 where r2 · · ·u2 = m(x2, y2) is bounded by the number of edges changing
between solid and dashed in the BC and SPQR trees, and the number of merges and splits. By
Lemma 16 this number is O(log n). Thus, given any embedding φ1 ∈ Emb?(G;x1, y1), performing
those O(log n) local changes will yield a local embedding in Emb?(G;x2, y2) (and a symmetric
argument applies to any φ2 ∈ Emb?(G;x2, y2)).
Theorem 98. For any planar graph G with n vertices, and any edge e ∈ G: dist(Emb?(G −
e),Emb?(G)) ∈ O(log n)
Proof. Let e = (x, y). Then by the triangle inequality
dist(Emb?(G− e),Emb?(G)) ≤ dist(Emb?(G− e),Emb?(G− e;x, y))
+ dist(Emb?(G− e;x, y),Emb?(G;x, y))
+ dist(Emb?(G;x, y),Emb?(G))
By Lemma 97 the first and last of these terms is O(log n) and by Lemma 96 the middle term is
1.
7.3 Glue-corners and flip-parity
Similarly to Section 6.3, the embeddings we construct from BC-trees are recursively “glued” by
combining smaller embedded graphs φ(G1), φ(G1) at their glue corners c1, c2. Each time we do
this, we have the choice of which corners to glue in, and that of whether or not to flip the child
before gluing. We want to make these choices consistently over time, even as parts of the graph Gi
containing ci changes. In particular, whenever possible, we want the glue corner to stay fixed, and,
if the local subgraph of Gi surrounding ci gets flipped, we want that the choice of whether to flip
φ(Gi) before gluing is reversed. We can formalize this by introducing the concept of a glue-corner
function, and defining a flip-parity bit for each corner Gi.
A glue-corner function is a function which for every plane embedded multigraph G and every
vertex v ∈ G assigns a corner glue-corner(G, v) ∈ G such that:
• If G is connected and G′ 6= G is the mirror embeding of G, then for every vertex v ∈ G,
glue-corner(G, v) = glue-corner(G′, v).
That is, flipping a connected graph with at least one vertex of degree ≥ 3 does not change
any glue corners.
• If G′ is a connected component of G, then for every vertex v ∈ G′, glue-corner(G, v) =
glue-corner(G′, v).
That is, the glue corners are determined independently for each connected component.
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• If G = G′ \ e′ where G′ is a plane embedded multigraph, then for every vertex v ∈ G, exept
vertices on the local path of e′ in G′ or vertices that are internal to the at most 4 local paths
that are its neighbors in G′, glue-corner(G, v) = glue-corner(G′, v).
Furthermore, for every two vertices v1, v2 of degree 2 that are on the same local path,
glue-corner(G, v1) = glue-corner(G
′, v1) ⇐⇒ glue-corner(G, v2) = glue-corner(G′, v2)
That is, deleting an edge only changes the glue-corners on its local path and its neighbors,
and if one vertex of degree 2 changes its glue corner, then all other degree 2 vertices on the
same local path changes their glue-corner as well.
In addition to the glue-corner function we also need to define a corresponding flip-parity function
for corners, as a function which for every plane embedded multigraph G and every corner c ∈ G
assigns a value flip-parity(G, c) ∈ {0, 1} such that:
• If G is connected and G′ 6= G is the mirror embedding of G, then for every corner c ∈ G′,
flip-parity(G′, c) = 1− flip-parity(G, c).
That is, flipping a connected graph with at least one vertex of degree ≥ 3 toggles the flip
parity of every corner.
• If G′ is a connected component of G, then for every corner c ∈ G′, flip-parity(G′, c) =
flip-parity(G, c).
That is, the flip parity is determined independently for each connected component.
• If G = G′ \e′ where G′ is a plane embedded multigraph, then for every vertex v ∈ G of degree
2, we have
glue-corner(G, v) 6= glue-corner(G′, v)
m
flip-parity(G, glue-corner(G, v)) = 1− flip-parity(G′, glue-corner(G′, v))
For all other vertices, exept vertices on the local path of e′ in G′ or vertices that are at the end
of the at most 4 local paths that are its neighbors in G′, flip-parity(G, glue-corner(G, v)) =
flip-parity(G′, glue-corner(G′, v)).
That is, when deleting an edge, the flips caused by the changing glue corners are grouped
such that whole local paths can be flipped at the same time.
Observation 99. If the plane multigraphs G1 and G2 are joined into a new graph G
′ by gluing
them together at corners c1 ∈ G1 and c2 ∈ G2 at some common vertex, then for all vertices v ∈ G′
with the exception of vertices on at most 4 local paths,
glue-corner(G′, v) =
{
glue-corner(G1, v) if v ∈ G1
glue-corner(G2, v) if v ∈ G2
Observation 100. If an articulation flip in G flips a subgraph A to create a new graph G′, then
for all vertices v ∈ G′ with the exception of vertices on at most 4 local paths,
glue-corner(G′, v) = glue-corner(G, v)
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The point is that given such functions, we can use flip-parity
(
φ
(
Γ(b)
)
, glue-corner
(
φ
(
Γ(b)
)
, c
))
as the flip-bit for any edge (b, c) where b is a B node and c is a C node.
To show that these functions do exist, we here give an example of one possible definition:
Given a vertex v in a plane embedded graph G, define
glue-corner(G, v) :=
{
c− if flip-parity(G, e0) = 0 (see Section 6.3)
c+ otherwise
where
e0 = the minimum-id edge incident to v in G
c− = the corner clockwise preceding e0 around v in G
c+ = the corner clockwise succeeding e0 around v in G
Given a corner c between clockwise consecutive edges e−, e+ (not necessarily distinct) in a plane
embedded graph G, define
flip-parity(G, c) :=
{
0 if id(e−) ≤ id(e+)
1 otherwise
By construction, these definitions of flip-parity and glue-corner have the properties listed above.
7.4 The canonical embedding
We will use a slightly modified version of the technique from Section 7.1 to assign a unique embed-
ding φ(G;x, y) to every connected planar graph G = (V,E) and every pair of vertices x, y ∈ V .
Define the compressed BC tree as the tree obtained from the pre-split BC tree by contracting
each solid path into a single node.
For each node v in the compressed tree, select the local embedding of Γ(v) as follows:
• For each node in the compressed tree that is either an isolated B node or corresponds to a
path M , we can define the local embedding as the embedding of Γ(M) from step 7.2.
• For each C node, let e1, . . . , ek be the neighboring edges, ordered by increasing id(ei), where
the id of a virtual edge corresponding to the parent is counted as −∞, and the id an edge
corresponding to a child c is minv∈Tc id(v).
Choose the local order of the children such that the clockwise cyclic order around v is
c1, . . . , ck.
For any edge (b, c) where b is a B node and c is a C node, we can now define
flip-bit(c, b) := flip-parity
(
φ
(
Γ(b)
)
, glue-corner
(
φ
(
Γ(b)
)
, c
))
thereby forcing (most of) the children to follow the embedding of the parent even as that graph
changes.
Finally define φ(G;x, y) using the simple recursive definition on the compressed tree.
With these definitions in place, the proof of the following lemma goes along the same lines as
in Section 6.4.
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Lemma 101. For any planar graph G with n nodes, and any two pairs of distinct vertices x1, y1
and x2, y2: dist(φ(G;x1, y1), φ(G;x2, y2)) ∈ O(log n).
Proof of Theorem 8. For any planar graph G with n nodes, and any edge e ∈ G: dist(φ(G −
e), φ(G)− e) ∈ O(log n). Thus, φ serves as a canonical embedding with the desired properties.
7.5 Incremental planarity testing in O(log3 n) insertion time
We now have a structure for maintaining a planar embedding of an incremental graph and answering
queries to whether an edge is compatible with planarity (not just with the embedding) of the graph:
Proof of Thm. 5. Let G be a graph. Embed each component of G with the canonical embed-
ding, and build the data structure M for maintaining alterable planar embeddings [14]. Let (a, b)
be an edge to be inserted or queried. Inserting (a, b) corresponds to at most O(log n) flip-bit
changes. Changing the flip-bit of the SPQR-edge that corresponds to the separation pair c, d yields
a separation-flip in the pair c, d, which the data structure M handles in O(log2 n) time. Changing
the embedding information of an articulation point corresponds to an articulation flip which M
handles in O(log2 n) time. Finally, query the data structure M for whether the edge (a, b) may
be inserted across a face. Now if this is an update, then if the answer is yes, insert the edge, if
no, report that the graph is no longer planar. If this is a query, report the answer, and reverse all
operations.
Since there were O(log n) updates to the data structure M , and M processes each update in
O(log2 n) time, the total update or query time is O(log3 n).
8 Implementation details
We are now ready to provide the final details that complete the proofs of Theorem 4, Theorem 5,
and Lemma 10.
8.1 Handling child lists
We use globally biased search trees to track the dashed children of each node. Depending on the
type of split we want to enable for a given node, we need different versions of this structure.
For C nodes in the BC tree, and P nodes in the SPQR tree, we just want to split off one single
child from the children’s list. For S nodes, on the other hand, we have a natural circular ordering
of its neighbours, that divides its light children into two (possibly trivial) groups, namely those on
either side of the heavy path. For S nodes, we need to split off these two groups of light children
separately.
The original dynamic trees [24] used a single globally biased search tree for all children of each
node, ordered left to right by their weight. Adding or deleting a dashed child c of v in this structure
then costs O(log w(Tv)−w(v)w(Tc) ), which is exactly what we need for the P and C nodes. However, this
structure only supports a type of split where a single child is separated from the rest.
A simple variation is to have all children ordered, and use one tree for all children that are to the
left of the solid edge, and another tree for those that are to the right (using just a single tree when
there are no solid children). Changing the solid/dashed state for a child c of v then corresponds
to a split/join on these trees, which again costs O(log w(Tv)−w(v)w(Tc) ). This structure only supports a
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different type of split, where (some consequtive subsequence of) the left and/or right children are
moved to a new child. This is precicely the type of split we need for the S nodes.
8.2 Handling solid paths
Following [24], we want to use a biased search tree for each solid path. This works really well
for our biased dynamic trees (except for a tiny matter of handling zero weights). However, when
maintaining heavy paths for a tree decomposition, our system of weights depend on the choice of
root, so we can not use them (directly) for balancing a biased tree over each solid path. But in
order to maintain the correct set of solid paths we need the be able to find the correct light edges,
based on the correct weights.
Fortunately, these two things do not need to be tied together. We can use one algorithm, with
one system of weights, to define and maintain the shape of the biased search tree, and a different
algorithm and system of weights to determine the light edges. We will do this, even for the basic
biased dynamic trees.
Given a solid path H with bottom node b, let I(H) = V [H] \ {b, r}, and let t = |I(H)|, u0 = b
and ui+1 = p(ui) for i ∈ {0, . . . , t}. In particular, I(H) = {u1, . . . , ut} and the neighbors u0 and
ut+1 are well-defined.
We will keep our biased tree over u1 · · ·ut rather than over all of H, because this vastly reduces
the number of expensive update operations we need to make on biased trees and makes reweight(r, i)
and reverse(r) simpler.
Biased balancing for general biased dynamic trees To handle zero-weight leaves in the
biased tree, we can replace every zero weight with 1k . By definition of k-positive weights (Defini-
ton 17) this at most doubles the total weight of the biased tree, so it adds at most a constant to the
depth of every node. In particular, the time for a split or 3-way join at v is O
(
1 + W
max{w(v), 1
k
}
)
,
which is O
(
1 + Ww(v)
)
whenever w(v) ≥ 1. Thus the usual telescoping sum still works, and we get
the desired result.
However, we have to keep track of the actual weight as well, in order to find the correct light
edges.
Proof of Lemma 18. This follows directly from using [24] with our modified weights, and with the
small change of keeping the bottom and root nodes out of the biased search tree for each solid
path.
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